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Abstract 

A research model that evaluates the quality of a new software product has been deve loped for the 
company Cyco Software. This software product is document management software for the 
engineering environment. The research model has been applied in a pilot in which quality from 
the users perspective has been evaluated. 

Abstract N ederlands 

Yoor het bedrijf Cyco Software is een onderzoeksmodel ontworpen om de kwal iteit van een 
nieuw software product te evalueren. Deze software is document management software voor de 
engineering omgeving. Het onderzoeksmodel is toegepast in een pilot waarin de kwalitei t van de 
software vanuit heb gebruikersperspectief gemeten werd. 
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Management Summary 

In this research paper my final thesis at Cyco Software Inc . is presented . Cyco is a software 
company that. among other things, produces document management software for the engineering 
environment. 

Two years ago. Cyco started with the development of a new software product, Atlanta/ EDM. 
During this development Cyco wanted to conduct a number of 'pilots', real life testing ofan 
intermediate version of Atlanta/EDM at a company. In this way the quality of At lanta/EDM could 
be eva luated from the users point of view. 
In this paper a framework is laid down to evaluate the important quality aspects of Atlanta/E DM. 
The resulting metrics for evaluating the quality have been applied in the first pilot. The foll owing 
assignment formulation formed the bas is for this project. 

I. The quality of Atlanta/EDM has to be investigated. By doing so, t!te main qua!i(v 
characteristics have to be uncovered. 

2. These characteristics of quality have to be evaluated during the pilot program. 
3. T!te results of this evaluation can then be analyzed to offer suggestions for quali(v 

improvements. 
4. Improvement of Atlanta/EDM can be done straightaway (still within the development 

process) on the basis of operational quality improvements. 
Suggestions for strategic quality improvements will be used as recommendations/or later 
versions of Atlanta/EDM. 

The first step was an investigation into quality, software quality and software qua lity frameworks . 
This investigation resulted in a research model that encompasses all the steps in the assignment. 
The first step in the research model is identifying the business process, user and system 
characteristics of the target environment, in this case the Engineering Document Management 
(EDM) environment. The important characteristics of this environment have been identified . 
With the aid of quality characteristics defined in ISO 9126, the characteristics of the EDM 
environment have been transformed into a quality profile for this environment. 

Taking the architecture and positioning issues concerning Atlanta/EDM into account, the first 
quality profile has been translated into a quality profile for Atlanta/EDM. From thi s profile, with 
the aid of restricting factors, the final list of sub-characteristics that needed to be evaluated has 
been set up. This list of the most important quality sub-characteristics for Atlanta/ EDM consists 
of suitability, maturity , operability, time-behavior and changeability . 

A second transformation process resulted in an evaluation plan in which for each qua lity sub
characteristic one or more metrics are described. 
The metrics have been used in a pilot to evaluate Atlanta/EDM. Following results were obtained; 

Overall can be said that the basic functionality supplied by Atlanta/EDM is good (extended 
functionality is implemented at a later point in the development process). It covers a large part of 
the needed functionality by the pilot site. The match is not perfect but that ' s what the pilots are 
for, finding out misfits and correcting them. 

The changeability at programming level , done by Cyco programmers, is good. Whether thi s is 
the result of relatively easy problems and therefore easy and quick so lution or the fact that the 
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maintainability of Atlanta/EDM at this level is good, is hard to say. Investigation of the 
maintainability at other pilot sites will have to clarify this . 

The pilot version of Atlanta/EDM is an intermediate version. Faults were expected. However, the 
maturity of Atlanta/ EDM proved out to be reasonably good. All reported failures occurred in the 
c lients. Not a single server failure was reported and those faults are most important to avoid. 

Usability is also good . Still , not much attention has yet been paid to the user interface. This will 
be done at a later stage in the development project. This gives a strong indication that the 
concepts behind Atlanta/EDM concerning usability are a good choice and work. 

Considering efficiency, the performance of Atlanta/EDM in a client server environment in not yet 
what it should be. At this point in the development only some focus has been on efficiency. 
Efficiency has been one of the reasons for developing Atlanta/EDM. It has a client -server 
architecture, in contrast to the client - client architecture of Cyco' s flagship product 
AutoManager Workflow. Efficiency will have to be a focus point in the further development of 
Atlanta/EDM to make use of the advantages of a client - server architecture. 

Considering all the aspects of the quality of Atlanta/EDM together, Cyco is on the right track. 
The first pilot has proved very useful for showing how far Cyco is in the development process 
and whether the software will comply with user needs and wants . The concepts and technology 
on which Atlanta/EDM is being built are good . Furthermore, the direction in which development 
is going is improving the shortcomings of the pilot version. 
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Samenvatting 

Dit verslag beschrijft mijn afstudeerproject bij Cyco Software BY. Cyco is een softwa re bedrijf 
dat onder andere document management software voor de engineering omgeving maakt. 

Twee jaar geleden begon Cyco met de ontwikkeling van een nieuw software product. 
Atlanta/EDM genaamd. Gedurende de ontwikkel periode wilde Cyco een aantal ' pilots' 
uitvoeren. Dit zijn 'real life' implementaties van een tussentijdse versie van Atlanta/EDM bi_j 
bedrijven. In de pilots zou de kwaliteit van Atlanta/EDM kunnen worden geeva lueerd vanuit het 
gebruikers perspectief. · 
Dit verslag beschrijft een model waarmee de belangrijke kwaliteitsaspecten van At lanta/EDM 
zijn geevalueerd. De resulterende 'metrics' zijn toegepast in de eerste pilot. 
Onderstaande opdracht formulering vormde de basis voor deze opdracht; 

I. Onderzoek de kwaliteit van Atlanta/EDM. Maak hierbij gebruik van de belangrijke 
kwaliteitskarakteristieken van Atlanta/EDM. 

2. Evalueer deze karakteristieken gedurende de pilot. 
3. Gebruik de resultaten om aanbevelingen te geven voor kwaliteitsverbeteringen. 
4. Operationele verbeteringen kunnen gelijk worden doorgevoerd (nog gedurende het ontwikkel 

proces van Atlanta/EDM). Aanbevelingen voor strategische verbeteringen kunnen worden 
gebruikt voor tweede of hogere releases van Atlanta/EDM. 

De eerste fase in dit project was een onderzoek naar kwaliteit, software kwa liteit en software 
kwaliteitsmodellen. Dit resulteerde in een onderzoeksmodel met daarin alle benodigde stappen 
voor het project. 
De eerste stap in het onderzoeksmodel is het identificeren van de bus iness proces, de gebruikers 
en de systeem karakteristieken van de doelomgeving, in dit geval de Engineering Document 
Management (EDM) omgeving. De belangrijke karakteristieken van deze omgevi ng zij n 
geYdentificeerd en met behulp van de kwaliteitskarakteristieken, gedefinieerd in ISO 9126, 
omgezet naar een kwaliteitsprofiel voor deze omgeving. 

Met behulp van architectuur en positionerings-issues is het eerste kwaliteitsprofiel omgezet in een 
kwaliteitsprofiel voor Atlanta/EDM. Vanuit dit profiel is, met behulp van beperkende factoren, de 
uiteindelijk lij st van ISO 9126 sub-karakteristieken opgesteld . Deze lijst met de belangrijke sub
karakteristieken voor Atlanta/EDM bestaat uit 'suitability', 'maturity', 'operability', ' time
behavior' en 'changeability'. 

Een tweede transformatie proces resulteerde in een evaluatie plan waarin voor elke sub
karakteristiek een of meer metrics worden beschreven. De metrics zijn gebruikt om Atlanta/EDM 
te evalueren in de pilot. Deze evaluatie leverde de volgende resultaten op; 

De basis functionaliteit die door Atlanta/EDM wordt ondersteund is goed ( uitgebreide 
functionaliteit wordt later in the ontwikkel proces ge"implementeerd). Deze bedekt een groot deel 
van de functionaliteit die nodig is in het pilot bedrijf. De functionaliteits-match is niet perfect 
maar de pilots zijn juist bedoeld om deze match te onderzoeken en te verbeteren. 

De changeability op programmeer niveau, gedaan door de programmeurs van Cyco, is goecl. Of 
dit het resultaat is van relatief makkelijke problemen met makkelijke en snelle oplossingen of clat 
de changeability van Atlanta/EDM op dit niveau echt goed is, is moeilijk te zeggen. Verder 
onclerzoek zal dit moeten uitwijzen. 
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De pilot versie van Atlanta/EDM is een tussentijdse versie. Fouten waren verwacht. Toch blijkt 
de maturity van Atlanta/EDM redelijk goed te zijn. Aile gerapporteerde fouten ontstonden in de 
clients. Geen enkele fout ontstond in de server enjuist die fouten zijn belangrijk. 

Usability is ook goed. Toch is er nog niet veel aandacht besteed aan het uiterlijk van de user 
interface van Atlanta/EDM. Dit staat in een later stadium van het ontwikkel traject op het 
programma. Dit gegeven duidt erop dat de concepten op het gebied van de usability die ten 
grondslag liggen aan Atlanta/EDM goed gekozen zijn en werken. 

Op het gebied van efficiency moet Atlanta/EDM nog verbeterd worden. De performance in een 
client - server omgeving is nog onvoldoende. De belangrijkste reden is dat in het eerste gedeelte 
van het ontwikkeltraject maar beperkt aandacht besteed is aan efficiency. 
Efficiency is een van de redenen geweest om Atlanta/EDM te ontwikkelen . Atlanta/EDM heeft 
een client - server architectuur. Dit in contrast tot het vlaggenschip van Cyco, Auto Manager 
Work Flow. Er zal meer focus moeten gaan liggen op efficiency in het verdere ontwikkel traject 
om volledig gebruik te kunnen maken van alle voordelen van de client - server architectuur. 

Totaal gezien kan geconcludeerd worden dat Cyco op hetjuiste pad is. De eerste pilot is heel 
nuttig geweest. Deze heeft laten zien hoe ver Cyco is in de ontwikkeling van Atlanta/EDM en in 
hoeverre de software voldoet aan wensen en behoeften van gebruikers . De concepten en 
technologie waarop Atlanta/EDM is gebouwd zijn goed. Ook de richting van het ontwikkelproces 
is goed. Hierin is het verbeteren van de zwakke punten van de pilot versie van Atlanta/EDM 
opgenomen. 

YI 
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1 

Sta1iing Situation 

Situation 

This chapter will start with the description of the Cyco Holding. After this the reason for this 
assignment will be explained. In paragraph 1.3 the problem definition will be given which is 
followed by the assignment formulation in the next paragraph. The chapter is concluded with the 
plan of execution. 

1.1 Company Description Cyco 
c½,'.c. 0_, c','-.,°"' 

The Cyco Holding is an international software company consisting of two subsidiaries. namely 
GB Software Inc . and Cyco Software Inc . (figure I. I). 

Cyco Holding 

GB Cyco Software 

AutsJ~~gag~r PerfectView group 

Figure I. I: Organizational chart of the Cyco Holding 

Cyco uses the following mission statement: 
To provide the best software solutions for managing documents in the CAD and Engineering 
environment. Cyco continuously strives to develop new, innovative document management 
software that will continue to emphasize ease of use, administration and compatibility with other 
software applications while increasing overall productivity throughout the organization . 

GB Software is a Dutch corporation that develops and sells standard symbol sets for the 
architectural world. These are sets that are prescribed by Dutch law. 

Cyco Software is split up into the AutoManager group and the PerfectView group. It is a software 
house that develops, sells, and supports technical document management software for the 
engineering and office environment. On the Internet, Cyco Software can be found at 
http://www.cyco .com 

The PerfectYiew group develops and sells PerfectYiew. A software application for the Dutch 
market. 

The AutoManager group consists of the following business units (figure 1.2): 



1.2 

CYCO 
Starting Situation 

AutoManager group 

AMWorkFlow team 

Cyco Europe Cyco international 

Figure /.]: Organi::ationa/ chart of the AutoManager group 

• Cyco Russia: 20 persons who are responsible for the development of a core part of the Cyco 
Software products. This business unit is located in Obninsk (Russia). 

• Cyco International: 15 persons who are mainly responsible for marketing, selling, and 
supporting the software in the USA and the Pacific Rim. Cyco International is located in 
Atlanta (Georgia, USA). 

• Cyco Europe: IO persons who are responsible for the same tasks as Cyco International within 
Europe and Africa. 

• Development: 40 persons who are designing and producing packaged software that is used by 
approximately 175 .000 users all over the world. Main office of Development is located in 
Rijswijk (The Netherlands). 

Development is the core of the company that produces a continuous flow of product re leases. The 
most important product for the company, in terms of business revenue is "Auto Manager 
WorkFlow" (AMWorkFlow). AMWorkFlow is technical document management software for the 
CAD environment, and with approximately 75.000 users over the world, it is the market leader . 
The AMWorkFlow team is responsible for the development and maintenance of this product. 

In a project, code-named 'Atlanta ', the Atlanta team (figure 1.2) is currently developing a new 
generation of software that will be positioned in the low-end PDM (Product Data Management) 
market place. 

This assignment has been carried out in the above-mentioned Atlanta team. 

About two years ago, Cyco started with the development of a successor for AMWorkFlow, 
known as ' Atlanta/EDM ' . This was done for several reasons: 
The architecture behind AMWorkFlow has aged. This is giving problems when looking at issues 
I ike maintainability and new releases . Secondly, more and more customers are hav ing problems 
in the areas of scalability and functionality. AMWorkFlow can only be used for certain purposes 
and has a limited number of maximum users. Furthermore, Cyco saw clear opportunities in the 
market for a broader oriented software package. 

Cyco is very concerned with the quality of their software products. This is why the Atlanta team 
decided to have the customer evaluate the quality of Atlanta/EDM in an early stage of the 
development project. An intermediate version of the final Atlanta product, hereafter called the 
' pilot' version, is used for this . This pilot version will have a large part, but not all , of the 
functi onality compared to the final product. 
It will be tested in a live situation in which customers use Atlanta/EDM in a real project. 
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Starting Situation 

The team was joined in the start up phase of the pilots. Cyco asked to look at the quality of 
Atlanta. And especially how the quality could be uncovered with the aid of the pilots. 

l.3 Problem definition 

The main ' problem ' Cyco had was the status concerning the quality of the Atlanta/EDM product. 
Atlanta/EDM is a new software product. From experience in the past and views on d irection s in 
the market, Cyco formed ideas about customer requirements in the market segments they wanted 
to focus on. These ideas were translated into features for Atlanta/EDM. Cyco wanted to know 
whether their views concerning customer requirements were correct and whether Atlanta/ EDM 
offered the right features with respect to those requirements . 

In view of these questions the problem can be defined as: What is the quality of Atlanta/ EDM? 

Quality in this context is not product quality in the sense of remaining faults in the product, but 
product quality in the sense of compliance with the requirements and expectations of the 
customers. Chapter two will give a more detailed investigation into quality and this concept. 

Quality can be defined by a set of quality aspects . To find out more about these quality aspects. 
they have to be evaluated. This was the reason for starting the pilot projects . Therefore the second 
part of the problem definition is how to evaluate the quality in the pilots . 

When results about the quality of Atlanta/EDM are known, one important question remains. What 
can be done to improve the quality? This is the third part of the problem definition. 

1.4 Assignment formulation 
. ~ - M-d»>~ ,_.,-.:i::;;::.,,,,.,,,,,i,,~,.,;_-·, ... ,,,,. ~-.,~ -''""''''"· 

On the basis of the three parts of the problem definition, the following assignment has been 
formulated. 

• The quality of Atlanta/EDM has to be investigated. By doing so, the main quality 
characteristics have to be uncovered. 

• These characteristics of quality have to be evaluated during the pilot program. 
• The results of this evaluation can then be analyzed to offer suggestions for quality 

improvements . 
• Improvement of Atlanta/EDM can be done straightaway (still within the development 

process) on the basis of operational quality improvements . 
Suggestions for strategic quality improvements will be used as recommendations for later 
versions of Atlanta/EDM. 

Constraints: 

I . The quality of Atlanta/ EDM will be measured within its target market. This being the 
engineering environment (in chapter 3 this environment is described in detai I) . 

2 . The pilots are intended to find out customer expectations and requirements and how 
Atlanta/EDM is tuned to support the expectations and satisfy the requirements of those 
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customers. Not to find out internal software quality, that is, wrong programming in 
Atlanta/EDM or 'bugs'. 

3 . The co111plete pilot program consists of five or six pilots . Due to the limited length of this 
research project, in only one pilot the quality of Atlanta/EDM has been 111easured . The results 
of this project can be expanded when the other pilots are being conducted. 

1.5 Plan of execution 

An investigation into quality, software quality and software quality f ra111eworks has been 
conducted. This is described in chapter 2. 

2 The generic characteristics of the engineering environment have been investi gated. Thi s 
is described in chapter 3. 
Special attention has been paid to engineering document management. This has been 
done with the aid of a literature study. After this, the quality aspects of the eng ineering 
environment were investigated. On the basis of the quality aspects, the most i111portant 
ISO 9 I 26 characteristics and sub-characteristics have been chosen. 
The result has been expressed in a quality profile for the Engineering Document 
Management environment. 

3 Atlanta/EDM is not generic , Atlanta/EDM will be positioned in a certain place in the 
market and certain EDM aspects are more important than others. Taking this into 
account, a quality profile for Atlanta/EDM has been developed. Furihermore, Cyco wants 
to follow certain strategies. Also aspects like time and economic feasibility are impo1iant. 
These aspects have been taken into account to choose the final sub-characteri stics that 
were evaluated during the pilots. This is described in chapter 4. 

4 A number of attributes of the quality sub-characteristics have been determined. These 
have been used to evaluate the sub-characteristics . Measurement specifications and 
expected values have been linked to them . 
Result of this step is the evaluation plan. This is described in chapter 5. 

5 The attributes have been measured in the pilot. Afterwards, these results have been 
analyzed . Results and analysis are given in chapter 6 . 

6 From the analyzed results conclusions have been drawn. These conclusions are g iven in 
chapter 7. 

7 The last step was using the conclusions and results to make recommendations for quality 
i111provements. This has been written down in chapter 8. 
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Quality 

"Quali(v is neither mind nor matter, but a third entity independent of the two ... even though 
quality cannot be defined, you know what it is. " 
[R.M Pirsig, Zen and the Art ofMotorcycle Maintenance} 

This chapter starts with examining the different views regarding quality. Subsequently. software 
quality will be discussed. Next a description of a quality model that will be applied in this 
research project will be given. The chapter ends with the description of the research model for 
th is project. 

2.1 Quality 

Quality is something we all talk about but when asked what it really means the answers differ 
immensely. A number of different people have tried to clarify the concept. Hereafter the views of 
some main contributors to the field of quality will be explained in more detail. 

Juran, considered as one of the founders of the 20th century quality movement, states: The quality 
mission of the company is 'fitness for use' as perceived by customers. Fitness for use is 
determined by a product's design, the degree to which the product conforms to the specifications 
of that design, the product's availability, reliability and maintainability, and the customer service 
available [Juran, 1979] . He emphasizes the need for specialist knowledge and tools for successful 
conduct of the quality function. 

Another famous quality thinker was Crosby. He stated that following four ' absolutes ' is the way 
to quality improvement. 
Absolute 1: Quality has to be defined as conformance to requirements, not as goodness. 
Absolute 2: The system for causing Quality is prevention, not appraisal. 
Absolute 3: The performance standard must be Zero Defects, not "that's close enough". 
Absolute 4: The measurement of quality is the price of doing things the wrong way, not the 

price of continuing to do things right [Crosby, 1979] . 

When quality became more important, the need for an internationally accepted standard in the 
field of quality management became inherent. To comply with this need the ISO 9000 standard 
(ISO is International Organization of Standardization) was developed . The [SO 9000 standard is a 
set of international standards for both quality management and quality assurance. 

Conclusion: 
For different sorts of quality definitions the scope and contents vary. No single definit ion is 
absolute and applicable in every situation. 

To give structure to the field of quality, Garvin identifies five major approaches to the definition 
of quality [Garvin, 1984]. The definition used at the beginning of this chapter by Pirsig is of the 
transcendent approach. This method states that quality is synonymous with 'innate or natural 
excellence'. Quality can not be analyzed or measured and is a relatively simple property of an 
object or system. Quality is absolute (in philosophical sense) but highly subjective, differing from 
user to user. 
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The second is the manufacturing based approach; for example Crosby and ISO 9000 belong to 
this group. This method states that quality refers to the way in which products satisfy 
predetermined specifications. Quality can be achieved by measuring objective characteristics of 
intermediate products during the product development process. It can be determined absolute as a 
sum of values of those characteristics. 
Third is the value-based approach. It defines quality in terms of costs and prices. It is not 
absolute but has to be determined in relation to time, costs and effort needed. It stresses the need 
for deliberation between different groups of people involved, e.g. principal, user and designer, 
which states a subjective nature. One good example is Fiegenbaum [Feigenbaum, 1951 ). 
Fourth is the product-based approach with representatives like Abbott [Abbott, 1955) and Leffler 
[Leffler. 1982). According to this approach, quality is determined by a number of unambiguously 
defined quality characteristics of the product. Moreover, it should be possible to measure and test 
these quality characteristics objectively. This view says that the quality concept has to be 
determined according to quality-standards that apply for each particular discipline, which states a 
relative nature. 
The last approach is the user-based approach. Here "quality lies in the eyes of the beholder". 
Individual customers are assumed to have different wants and needs, and those goods that best 
satisfy their preferences are those that they regard as having the highest quality [Edwards. 1968). 
In this approach the assets of a product or object that make it comply with individual needs and 
wishes of customers are defined as quality. These assets will never be absolute, but dependent on 
the needs and preferences of the individual user. It can therefore only be limitedly tested per user 
group. The quality framework of Juran offers a good example of this approach. 

The quality of the product Atlanta/EDM will be investigated in a user environment. For this 
reason the user-, and product-based approach will be used. 
This research project is specifically aimed at finding out more about the quality of the software 
product ' Atlanta/EDM' . Therefore, the next paragraph will look in more detail to sofi:wure 
quality. 

In the last two decades, the focus of companies has been mainly on improving process quality, 
consider ISO certification, not on product quality. The problem with this approach is that hardly 
any attention is paid to the customers of the software products. Customers are always important, 
but especially in the field of software products, IT companies should pay more attention to their 
buyers. Due to the sudden and swift rise of this field, software products were made with little 
attention for the real needs of customers. This is changing. Customers are no longer satisfied with 
software products that 'only' meet functional specifications, delivered in time and against 
acceptable costs. They ask for high quality software products in the sense of compliance with 
their needs. A definition that expresses this is the following one: 

Software quality: 
The totality of characteristics of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied 
needs [ISO 8402, 1994] 

For this project an investigation has to be carried out concerning the quality of Atlanta/EDM. By 
doing so, the main quality characteristics of Atlanta/EDM, the product, have to be defined. If this 
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is translated into the framework of Garv in, the product-based approach is needed to find out the 
main quality characteristics. 
Another part of the project is to test the qua lity of Atlanta/EDM in the pi lot phase . The pilot that 
wi ll be conducted in this phase is intended to find out customer expectations and requirements 
and ho w Atlanta/EDM is tuned to support the expectations and sati sfy the requirements of those 
customers. Again referring to Garvin , the user-based approach is needed to contrive these 
expectations and requirements. Two different approaches are needed for thi s proj ect. It shows the 
difference between ' real life ' and theory. In theory approaches can be cut up in nice and c lean 
pieces which can be separately used, depending on the situation. In real life often di fferent 
aspects have to be combined to get a c lear overa ll picture of the situation. 

At first the product-based approach will be looked into, afte r which the user-based approach w ill 
be di scussed . The two approaches will be combined into a comp lete framework in the next 
paragraph . 

Product based-approach: 
Q ua lity can be measured by a number of objective characteristics o f the product. To do thi s the 
different characteristics have to be uncovered. What are the characteristics o f a software product? 
Some of the first people looking into this prob lem were Boehm [Boehm et a l, 1978] and Cavano 
[Cavano and McCall , 1978]. " Boehm ' s software qual ity characteristics tree" is o ne of the first 
attempts to operationalize software quality. This tree exists of three main characteri st ics (fi gure 
2. 1 ), name ly efficiency, reliability and portability. These are sp lit up into sub-characteri sti cs in a 
hie rarchical way. Other mode ls defining software quality with the a id of qua lity characte ri sti cs 
differ, but in most cases a large number of sub-characteristics defined in the mode l of Boehm are 
used . Other sub-characteristics that are used are for example correctness and traceabi lity . 

.., bevice~independence : 

◄ Portability Completeness 

• Reliability 
.. Accuracy 

Efficiency t Consistency 

◄ Efficiency 
.. .; Device efficiency 

Rel iability ,. ___ ___ ► Human engineering ---♦ Accessib ility 
- - --

Portability i ---►; Testability 
-l Communicativeness 

•~: __ S_tr_u_ct_u_re_d_ne_s_s_~ 
~ Understandability -------···· 

., Self-descriptivene~~ j 

.. Modifiability "' Conciseness 

Legibility 
..........•........................................ 

• Augmentability 
... .... ... ... . '''"'' 

Figure 2. I . Boehm 's software quality characteristics tree (,vfarciniak. I 994) 

One of the latest mode ls based on the Boehm model is the ISO 9 126 series. It is one of the ser ies 
devel o ped by ISO, who also deve loped the ISO 9000 standard. 
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The ISO 9000 standard was developed to cover many different kinds of industries, including the 
software industry. It is published in five different booklets (figure 2.2). 

ISO 9000 

ISO 9001 

ISO 9002 

Explains fond.a.rne\ltal qllc1.lityconcepts and provides guidelines for the selection of 
each standard; · 
Model for quality assurance in design, development, production, installation and servicing. 

Model for .quality the productio~ and installation of manufacturing 
systems. 

ISO 9003 Model for quality assurance in the final inspection and testing. 

ISO 9004 Guidelines for the applicatisms of the standards. 
Figure 2. :! . The ISO 9()()() standards 

Due to the broad scope of the standard, interpreting the standard for the software development 
process is difficult. For this reason the ISO 9000-3 standard was developed . It covers "Guidelines 
for the application of ISO 9001 to the development, supply and maintenance of software" . As 
stated earlier, the ISO 9000 series and also the ISO 9001 series are part of the manufacturing 
based approach. To focus more on software products and its characteristics the ISO 9126 series 
was developed . Due to the fact that this series is widely accepted as a standard, and much 
research is done to improve the standard, this set of characteristics will be used for this research 
project. 

ISO 9126 [ISO/IEC FCD 9126-1 , Nov. 1997] provides a general-purpose model for definin g and 
measuring software quality characteristics. It was prepared by ISO and the IEC (International 
Electrotechnical Commission) in a Joint Technical Committee (JTC) for the field of information 
technology. For this project the version published in 1991 will be used . It consists of the 
following parts (figure 2.3) under the general title "Information Technology- Software quality 
characteristics and metrics". 

Part 1 
Part 2 

Part 3 

Q.uality~£haracter.i_sti9s'_anc:i sllb-tli~fi!yteri§tics:·~.,: 
External Metrics 

Figure 2.3: Different parts of ISO 91 26 

The ISO 9126 standard defines 6 main characteristics. These can be broken down into sub
characteristics (figure 2.4 ), which have associated metrics that can be measured ( external 
metrics) . 

functionality reliability maintainability portability 

I 
suitability 
accuracy 

i nteroperabi I ity 
security 

compliance 

maturity 
fault tolerance 
recoverability 

understandability 
learnability 
operability 

attractiveness 

time behaviour 
resource 

utilisation 

analysability 
changebility 

stability 
testability 

adaptability 
installability 
co-existence 
replacebil ity 

Figure 2. 4: So/iware Quality characteristics and sub-characteristics 
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Definitions of the characteristics and sub-characteristics can be found in Appendix 13 of this 
report. The characteristics defined are applicable to every kind of software. The characteristics 
and sub-characteristics provide consistent terminology for software product quality. They al so 
provide a framework for specifying quality requirements for software, and making trade-offs 
between software product capabilities, being functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, 
maintainability and portability. 

One must keep in mind that although the sub-characteristics are said to be objective, 
interpretation of them will always have a subjective s ide to it. Characteristics also interrelate and 
influence each other. For example good ' functionality ' will have a positive affect on the 
' usability' . 

User based approach 
As mentioned in the beginning of the paragraph, the user-based approach is needed to contri ve 
customer needs and expectations. A well-known technique in this approach is Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD) . [t ' s a technique that evolved from Total Quality Management principles and 
a ims at deriving indicators from the user ' s point of view [Kogure and Akao, 1983]. The QFD 
method uses s imple matrices (the so-called ' House of Quality ' ) with values weighted accordin g 
to the judgement of the customer. 

The problem with this , or any, user based approach is the subjective nature of the approach. It ' s 
difficult to determine whether a user is ' only' content with the product or that it possesses ' real ' 
quality. In case off Atlanta/EDM, a user may be really content with the product when on foreh and 
no Atlanta/EDM like product was used at all. On the other hand, a user who is accustomed to 
s imilar software will notice things working differently and feel that as being poor quality. This 
shows that quality is a difficult concept to grasp and must be looked into with great care . 

2.3 SPACE-UFO model 

In practice, a number of models are used, which are based on one or both approaches. An 
example is the Software Quality Metrics Framework developed by the Computer Services 
Association ( 1990) This model looks at product quality, process quality and software size and 
combines those into a complete framework. 
More models are used, but the combination of a user based approach, a product based approach 

I 

Business 
Charactenstics 

I Quality I 
----►! Characteristics 1--

Business 
process 

Characteristics . 

User 
Characteristics 

System . 
Characteristics · 

ISO 
9126 

___ ~ Transformation i 
Process 1 · 

Figure 2. 5. SPACE- UFO model 

i _ ____ _ 

ISO 9126 
ISO 

14598 

Quality 
Profile 

. ' Transformation j 
··- ► Process 2 

i Software 
·· "': Characteristics 

►. development 
process 

· ► evaluation 
' 

►. 
software 
product 

evaluation 
report 
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and the right scope for this research project is less common. SPACE-UFO (Software Product 
Advanced Certification and Evaluation - User FOcus) offers a good fit and is therefore used as 
the basis for the research model [ van Veenendaal, McMullan, eds. 1997]. 
This paragraph explains the SPACE-UFO model after which the chapter is concluded with a 
description of how the model is adjusted to this specific research environment 

The SPACE-UFO model is based on the so called Process-Control-l11for111atio11 (PC!) paradigm [ 
Bemelmans, 1987]. The PC[ paradigm states that the requirements for an information system or 
software product (i.e. the need for [nformation) can be determined by an analysis of the bus iness 
processes (i.e . the system to be controlled) and the business control mechanisms (i.e. the 
Controlling system). 

The first step in the SPACE-UFO approach is to determine the business characteristics. Thi s can 
be done by characterization of the business situation the user wants to support us ing the so ftware 
product. The attributes by which a business situation will be characterized can be clustered into 
three categories (figure 2.5): 

• business process characteristics 
• user characteristics 
• system characteristics 

Based on a structured investigation of the business characteristics the first transformation process 
(figure 2.5) results in a software quality profile. For this transformation process the items of ISO 
9126 ( characteristics and sub-characteristics) are used in a two dimensional matrix based on the 
principles of QFD (see paragraph 2.2). In the first dimension the (sub-) characteristics are 
expressed and in the second the business characteristics, thus linking one or more business 
characteristics to each (sub-) characteristic. The resulting importance of each (sub-) characteristic 
is expressed in evaluation levels. High levels are needed for important (sub-) characteristics, 
lower levels suffice for less important characteristics. 

A quality profile is a prioritized set of quality (sub )-characteristics and motivation of the 
prioritization. Assume for example that the information storerl in the software is highly sensitive. 
As a consequence, the sub-characteristic 'security' will be given a high priority. 

After this, a second transformation process can be made to contrive a list of important 
characteristics that have to be available in the software product and a report to evaluate the 
presence of these characteristics in the software. For the second transformation process, again 
ISO 9126 is used but also ISO 14598. In ISO 14598 part 5 (ISO CDl4598-5, 1996) the evaluation 
process of software products is described. 

It is important to make an evaluation plan from the quality profile and not from the characteristics 
of the finished software product. After all, the user needs can be different from the software 
product characteristics but (in principle) not from the quality profile. 

111 this report the SPACE-UFO model will be used as a basis for the research proj ect at Cyco. The 
model has to be adjusted to satisfy the situation in which this project is held . SPACE-UFO is used 
to formulate a quality profile for one particular environment. The research model is used to 
formulate q quality profile for a generic environment. Also an extra number of steps are being 
taken in the research model. 
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2.4 Research model 

The first phase in this project is to uncover the main quality characteristics of Atlanta/EDM (see 
paragraph I .4 ). 
A number of steps are taken to derive these characteristics. 

• The first step is examining the environment Atlanta/EDM is aiming for. Atlanta/ EDM is not 
aiming for individual users but for a group of users with (a number of) the same 
requirements. This user group is working in the engineering environment and with document 
management. This target environment (figure 2.6) has to be examined to uncover the business 
process, user and system characteristics. This will be done in the next chapter. 

• With the aid of ISO 9126, these characteristics will be translated into a generic quality prorile 
for the engineering document management environment. 

• After this the different aspects of the software product Atlanta/EDM and also its positioning 
in the market are used to select a number of the important sub-characteristics of the tirst 
quality profile to produce the second quality profile, e.g. the specific Atlanta/ EDM profile . 
Chapter four describes this process. 

• When the quality of a software product is tested not all important characteristics can be 
measured. Choices have to be made depending on the situation. These are restricting factors. 
Examples of those factors are the testing environment, financial budget and the time aspect. 
This is also described in chapter four. 
The restricting factors are used to select the final list of sub-characteristics that wi II be 

evaluated. 

The second phase in the project is the evaluation of the characteristics. To achieve this the final 
I ist is transformed into an evaluation plan. ISO 9 I 26 and ISO 14598 are used to translate the 
quality characteristics into metrics for measurement. 

,- --- - - - -- - - -, 
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Business process 1 
Characteristics ! 1 
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ISO 9126 

architecture 
and 
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Process 1 

Quality 
- "'; Profile 1 _:y· ► 

EDM environment 

Quality 
Profile 

Atlanta/EOM 

!.......J : Final list of . ·-·· ► 
I '7 sub-characteristics 

Transformation 
Process 2 

Evaluation 
plan 

I 

I 
I 

I I 

Cha~~~!:~stics i \ 
I 
I 

I ------- - 1 
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target environment 

Figure 2.6: Research model 

Each sub-characteristic of the final list is evaluated by one or more quality metrics. Chapter five 
describes this process and the metrics that have been chosen. 

In the next chapter, the first step in the research model is taken, an investigation of the target 

environment. 
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This chapter starts with an investigation into the types of companies that possess an engineering 
department to find out more about the external characteristics of the engineering environment. 
This will be done with the aid of three different classification models . Subsequently, the internal 
characteristics of the engineering environment will be investigated . These two together form a 
description of the target environment (figure 2.6). The third paragraph discusses document 
management in this environment. The fourth paragraph combines the first three paragraphs to 
come to business process, user and system characteristics of the engineering document 
management environment. The chapter is concluded with a quality profile fo r this environment. 

3.1 Classification models for the engineering environment 
v-..,~~- i:<:~;•A~JS:'i:T:'//,} 'W,.w.'t~ ~,i¼.';'§.']/;}'"'./\,>C:Cc:\.c/\ Q'jm,'ls' 

Atlanta/EDM is software meant for the 
engineering environment. This is the so
called target environment of which the 
business characteristics need to be found 
out. 
A lot of companies possess an engineering 
department. However a clear definition of 
what an engineering department exactly 
embraces is hard to give. The reason for this 
is the broad variety of tasks an engineering 
department can fulfill and the different 

r 
:: :: 
" target " 

environment 

definitions that are used. The functions it fulfills depend on the sort of organization it is situated 
in . To examine these functions the type of companies that incorporate an engineering department 
will be investigated. Three classification models are used. Each classifies and differentiates 
companies in another way. 
But first the engineering function will be defined. 

3.1.1 The engineering function 

In primitive societies, designers almost certainly designed artifacts through the very process of 
making them. Nowadays an engineering designer does not, typically, produce an artifact; rather, 
he produces a set of fabrication specifications for that artifact. That is, the designer in an 
engineering context produces a detailed description of the designed device so that it can be 
assembled or manufactured. With the "designing" thus separated form the "making" of the 
artifact. [Dym, I 994] · 

This shows where the engineering department ends and where the production department, where 
the making of the artifact is done, starts. 
The design process in an engineering department can be described as follows: 

Engineering design is the systematic, intelligent generation and evaluation of specifications for 
artifacts whose form and function achieve stated objectives and satisfy specified constraints . 
[Dym and Levitt, 1991] 
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3.1.2 Location in chain 

One way of classifying companies is by looking at the location of the company in the supplier 
chain [van Goor, 1990]. The following groups can be distinguished : 

OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturer: stands at the beginning of each chain and produces 
equipment for making goods. 
Supplier: Produces and supplies goods. 
Sub-contractor: Helps suppliers with manufacturing goods. 
This can be a co-maker: Helps suppliers with the manufacturing process. 
Or a co-designer: Helps suppliers with the design process . 
.Jobber: Is mainly concerned with operational tasks. 
Vendor: Sells the products (figure 3.2). 

Supplier Vendor 

OEM 

Sub-contractor 

Sub-contractor 

~T7 

Jobber 

Jobber 
__ -'' i Jobber 

Figure 3.2:The supply chain 

Suppliers used to do most of the engineering activities for a product themselves . Sometimes, sub
contractors in the form of co-designers were called in for extra engineering activities but 
generally, sub-contractors and jobbers were offered an in detail worked out plan for the 
manufacturing process. This is changing. Nowadays suppliers are more focussed on research and 
idea development. Some have even abolished the complete engineering department. Sub
contractors have to engineer the products themselves on the basis of a I ist of specifications 
offered by suppliers. Even jobbers are doing some in house engineering. The engineering data is 
more and more needed throughout the chain, as a result engineering data sharing and data 
exchange become more important every day. 

3. 1.3 SIC classification 

Another classification method is the SIC classification (Standard Industrial Classifications) (SIC, 
1979]. It divides companies into different industrial classes. According to the SIC classification, 
engineering activities can be found in: 

• 
• 

m111111g 
construction 
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• manufacturing (mechanical) 
• manufacturing (chemical) 
• communication, transport 

With the aid of this classification a list of company types can be made in which an engineering 
department will exist. This kind of engineering environment is often classified as the technical 
engineering environment. This in contrast to non-technical engineering in which " intelligent 
generation and evaluation of specifications for artifacts" is also done but it ' s not an industrial 
process in which CAD systems are used. Technical engineering is a broad term and used in 
different contexts, but generally can be said that these types of engineering environments possess 
the following characteristics: 
• Much information is used for the design process. This information is complex and often 

interdependent. 
• Many different forms of information are used. The form can differ in the way the information 

presents itself (paper, file) or the contents of the information (memo, drawing). 
• CAD systems are used to support and ease designing. In 80 percent of the cases AutoCAD is 

used. 

3.1.4 Customer Order Decoupling Point 

The last classification method is the place of the CODP 1 in the company [ van Goor. 1990]. A 
company can be: 

• Engineer to order: All parts of the product development process up to engineering are 
customer based. 

• Manufacture to order: All parts of the product development process up to manufacturing 
are customer based. 

• Assemble to order: Only assembly is customer based. 
• Make to stock: The complete design and production process is customer independent. 

Engineer to order companies will , typically, possess an engineering environment. These 
companies will most times be making single products Most companies, however, use a mix form. 
For example engineer to order and make to stock. 

When a company is (partly) engineer to order, it is driven by customer demand, internal or 
external. Customer demand has always been difficult to predict but changes in the market the last 
ten years have made this even more difficult. The most important changes are: 
• Customers are becoming more demanding, customization is becoming more and more 

important. 
• More rapid availability of new technologies. 
• Increasing product complexity. 
• Growing competition. 
• Rise of information technology . 

Information needs and information production have grown explosively. This has led to a product 
en process development process that has become increasingly complex and is suffe ring fro m 
enormous time and quality pressures. To cope with these problems information technology is 
used and has become essential in the engineering environment. 

' CO DP : Separation of two di stinct parts in the process: the customer based and the planning based part of the activit ies 
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Also, due to constant changes in the market, the engineering environment must be able to adapt to 
changing situations. Furthermore, a lot of contact with customers and other parties is needed to 
understand and adapt to these changes. Project teams are used to cope with this change. Project 
members are working together closely, hence changes can be communicated easily. When a 
change effects several parts of a design (what happens all the time), the different members 
responsible for those parts can also easily tune their designs. 
In this environment flexibility is very important. Due to the many and sudden influences from 
' outside', the processes can not be stored in standard procedures. Of course some procedures can 
and have to be followed (for example quality control) . But most times the approaches that are 
used are informal and shaped by experience. 

3.1.5 Conclusion 

Engineering activities are conducted in many forms. Also the sorts of companies that use 
engineering differ immensely. 
Due to the fact that engineering activities can be conducted when no separate engineering 
department exists, it's better to talk about the engineering environment. Fu11hermore. much 
information fiows through, and is used in the engineering environment. It's a changing. complex 
environment in which IT is used to stay fiexible and adjust to changes . 
These characteristics will be used in paragraph 3.4 to identify the importance of the different 
business characteristics of this environment 

3.2 Internal Dynamics 

After investigating the place of the engineering environment in the company in the last paragraph , 
this paragraph will focus on the internal dynamics of the engineering environment. Firstly. the 
design process will be described and some conclusions will be drawn from this . After this, the 
structure of the engineering environment will be described by looking at its core components. 

3.2.1 Design Process 
Looking at the activities within the engineering environment, it ' s hard to make general remarks 
and describe general familiarities covering the wide range of design processes. A typical design 
process, however, can be found in the development of a new product. A new version of a product 
follows the same phases as the development of a new product but not all of them. The redesign of 
a process follows a number of the phases that are used when designing a completely new product. 
The process design on its part is a phase in most new product design projects. 
Therefore, when analyzing the phases of the development of a new product some general 
characterizations of the engineering department can be made. Figure 3 .3 shows the four typical 
phases of activity in product development [Wheelwright, 1992). 

The first phase is concept development. This phase is concluded with a conceptual design. 
In the second phase the concept is tested in small scale trials, the construction of model s, and, 
often, discussions with potential customers . After financing is approved the program and the new 
product move into detailed engineering. 
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Phase 

Concept development 

Product planning 

Product/Process engineering 

Pilot production/ramp-up 

concept 
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1 ...---- t 
product 

Figure 3.3: Phases in product development 
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An engineering " release" or " sign off" that signifies that the final design meets requirements 
marks the conclusion of the detailed engineering phase of development. At this time the firm 
typically moves development into a pilot-manufacturing phase. During pilot productio n many 
units of the product are produced and the ability of the new or modified manufacturing process to 
execute at a commercial level is tested. 
The final phase of development is ramp-up. In ramp-up the firm starts commercial production at a 
relatively low level of volume and in time this volume is increased. 

Although the product and process development process takes place in the engineering 
department, other departments are involved. The process entails a complex set o f activities that 
cuts across most functions in a business 

3.2.2 The structure 

Characterization of the engineering environment can not only be done by looking at classification 
and the design processes. You also have to look at the build up of the environment, at it ' s 
structure. A number of variables can be used to define the dimensions of structure of an 
environment, but widespread acceptance of three core components exists [Robbins, 1990]. being: 
• Complexity 
• F onnal ization 
• Centralization 

Complexity refers to the degree of differentiation that exists within an environment. Three forms 
of differentiation exist; horizontal , vertical and spatial. 

Horizontal differentiation is the degree of differentiation between units. When units 
mean: departments, the differentiation is low. This because normally only on e 
engineering department exists within an organization. 
When units mean: people, differentiation is also low. People working together in an 
engineering environment normally have the same background, training and skills and 
' speak' the same language. 
Vertical differentiation refers to the 'dept' in the structure of the environment. The 
number of hierarchical levels is small. The span of control is medium and the engineering 
environment normally is one department. Vertical differentiation can therefore be 
depicted as low. 
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Spatial differentiation refers to the number of geographical locat ions over which the 
environment is spread. Normally, when more than one engineering department exist 
within an organization, the different departments focus on different proj ects . Therefore. 
the dependency between those departments will be low and with that the effect of spatial 
differentiation on complexity. 

It can be concluded that the structural complexity of the engineering department wi ll be low. As 
sa id, the environment must be flexible and high complexity in structure, which focuses on co ntrol 
and coordination, will not help this. 

Formalization pertains to the degree to which jobs in organizations are standardi zed and is 
characterized by rules, procedures and policies. Designers control for a large part what is to be 
done, and when and how it is to be do ne. Flexibility is the key for successfu l engineering. 
Formalization will therefore be low in this environment. 

Centralization is concerned with the dispersion of authority within the environment (not 
geographical) . Designers have a large control over the full dec ision making process th ey are 
subjected to . The engineering process is complex and in constant change. Many decisions have to 
be made on the spot. Because of that, centralization will be reasonably low. 

3.2.3 Conclusion 

The design process differs from company to company but a number of general development 
phases can be identified. In the different phases, different information is needed fro m different 
parts of the company. This information needs to be supplied in the right form. at the right place 
and at the right time for the development process to be successful. 
And when describing the internal structure, it can be described by low complexity, low 
formalization and low centralization . 
These characteristics will also be used in paragraph 3.4 to identify the importance of the different 
bus iness characteristics of this environment 

3.3 Engineering Document Management 
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The environment Atlanta/EDM is aiming for, the target environment in the research model , is the 
engineering environment. This, however, is not precise enough. The complete engineering 
environment is too large to be characterized in a useful way. Even within the engineering 
environment lots of different software can be used. For example for cost price calculation 
software the importance of the different quality characteristics can differ immensely from for 
example CAD software. Atlanta/EDM is characterized as document manage ment software . For 
this reason the target environment is defined as the Engineering Document Management 
environment. In this paragraph this environment will be examined and described. 

Eng ineering Document Management (abbreviated by EDM) software packages are aiming to 
offer document management in a technical engineering environment. Info rmation is thi s 
environment is mostly in the form of specifications. These specifications are presented through 
some combination of drawings (e.g. blueprints, circuit diagrams, flo wcharts, etc .) and text (e .g. , 
pa1is li sts, material s specifications, assembly instructions, etc.). Supporting documents are al so 
used (e.g. me mo 's, documents for marketing, etc.). 
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A document can be seen as electronic or non-electronic and containing numerous types of 
information -text and graphics as well as data, spreadsheets, CAD, images, video and voice. 
Documents are the vessels of information [Tnterleaf, 1994] - they contain it and give it shape and 
structure. A document makes information understandable. 

Almost all information in the engineering environment will therefore be in the form of 
documents. In light of this it is understandable that Engineering Document Management is used 
in this environment in contrast to Product Data Management, which covers more than on ly the 
technical engineering environment. 

The information flow between the engineering environment, other departments, customers and 
third parties is high. Furthermore, customers and third parties are demanding more information 
and more detailed information. 

Using document management can solve this problem. The Gartner Group [Interleat: l 994] 
offers the following, rather technical, definition of document management: "a highly integrated 
set of middleware services that integrate library services, document manufacturing, and document 
interchange with critical business process applications around a client/server topology using open 
application interfaces". 

This is a general definition, defining document management for all disciplines in a company. 
When focussing on the engineering environment, engineering document management can be used 
(EDM). 

EDM should not be confused with PDM (Product Data Management) . EDM manages all 
engineering data. That is, all data relevant during the product or process design process in the 
engi neering environment. PDM manages product data. Product data is all data relevant to the 
product during the complete product life cycle and spans across the complete organization, 
including the engineering environment. 

Because PDM stretches across the entire organization it overlaps with other disciplines . These are 
materials planning with MRP systems and logistics planning with ERP systems . The first users of 
PDM systems have always been engineers or designers . Early PDM systems had a strong focus 
on integration with CAD systems. Because principles were simple and PDM systems flexible, 
pretty soon other documents and calculations were stored in these systems. As other departments 
also used these documents, PDM began to stretch over the complete organization. Worktlow 
support and parts of MRP and ERP were integrated to make PDM an organization wide solution. 
Integration with other disciplines was not as easy as suspected and PDM now has changed from 
offering simple solutions to a solution, which needs reorganization, revision of the information 
structure, and difficult links to other systems. To offer customers a fast and good solution 
concentrating on the engineering department, and not touching the difficulties of a company wide 
solution, EDM software packages were developed. 

Recapitulating can be said that PDM provides a common term, encompassing all systems that are 
used to manage product definitions information throughout the complete life cycle of the product 
and engineering document management is subset of PDM. 

Perhaps surprisingly, the main product of the engineering process is information. Normally in the 
form of a set of documents, but it 's not a ' real ' product. This is an important reason for using 
EDM: the product of the engineering process can be tracked, used and stored in a safe way. 
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Although engineering is always the first step a company takes when making a product, 
engineering is most times not seen as that important. The focus will always be on the production 
process and expenditures for optimization are no problem here. In a particular company. the 
resources available for the ERP system are five times those available for the EDM/ PDM system 
(R. Helms) 
This is one of the ma in reasons for the relatively low acceptance and use of eng ineering document 
management systems. 

3.4 Engineering Document Management Environment 
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After describing the engineering environment and defining document management in that 
environment, the business characteristics of the 'Engineering Document Management 
Environment' can be formulated. The characteristics are grouped into business process 
characteri stics, user characteristics and software product characteristics. Trienekens and van 
Veenendaal [Trienekens, and Veenendaal, 1997] divide the 3 main characteristic gro ups into 
categories, which will also be used here. Only short notations of the characteristics will be used 
here, detailed descriptions were given in paragraph 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 

Business process characteristics 
Objectives • Improved information storage and retrieval 

• Improved productivity engineering process 

• Improved communication within eng ineerin g process and 
between engineering and other processes 

Importance • Main product of engineering process is informatio n 

• Engineering less important compared to other departments 

• Information normally has to be stored for more than I 0 
years (depending on the sort of company) 

Risk (economic, environmental • Engineering is found important but not essent ial for 
or safety people) continuity of company 

• Support of drawing system, which is sp ill of design 
process 

• Economic value of stored informati on is high 

• No risk to safety of people or env ironment 
Complexity • Complex tasks . 

• Interdependent information 

• A lot of different documents 

• A lot of different sorts of documents 

• Complex development process 

• Information exchange with other organizational functions 

• Low structural complexity 
Dynamics (internal or external) • Much contact with other environments, internal and 

external 

• Informal structure, formalization is low 

• Most times many and sudden influences due to externa l 
events 

• Environment is subjected to constant change 

• High flexibility 
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• Working in project teams 
Stability • Many changes in market 

• Very flexible , changing activities 
Un iqueness • Technical engineering environment different from other 

environments within organization 

• EDM different from PDM and other systems used in 
company 

User characteristics 
Characteristics • Flexible users compared to people in other org. parts 

• High knowledge level due to need for flex ibility 

• Low centralization compared to people in other org. parts 
Experience • Use of CAD and therefore good with computers 
Software product characteristics .·· 

Importance • Product of engineering process is information 

• Customers demand more and better information 
Classification • Document Management System 
Usage • Need for continuous access to system 

• Complex information structure 
IT infrastructure • CAD use 

• Environment that uses new developments in the area of IT 
the quickest in the organization. Customers demand it. 

• Use of libraries and/or databases 

3.5 Quality Profile 
t.-O.t-»c +, 

The importance of the different quality 
characteristics, expressed in the needed 
thoroughness of evaluation, is shown in the quality 
profile (figure 3.6). In ISO 14598 five levels have 
been determined to express the different amounts 
of thoroughness needed. These have been 
extended in SPACE-UFO. These levels are 
universally used to cover all software packages that are being evaluated. The levels cover ' not 
important ' through to ' threatening human life '. Due to this extreme difference in levels all (sub)
characteristics in Atlanta/EDM will score around the same level. 

·• 

Level Description ... · 

- Not important for the behavior of the product in the business environment. No EXTRA 
attention is needed. 

D S light ly important. Distinctive features identified in the business process, users or the 
system surroundings can be related to the specific (sub-)characteristic (defined in ISO 
9126). 

C Average important. A large number of features identified in the business process, users or 
the system surroundings can be related to the specific (sub-)characteristic. 

B Very important. Again a large number of identified features can be re lated to the specific 
(sub-)characteristic but the (sub-)characteristic also offers a distinct added value for the 
product in the market. 
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A Vital for success . Applying to related (sub-)characteristic is critical and brings along a 
heightened risk concerning economy (bankruptcy of organization) or other critical factors 
in the organization. 

Figure 3.5. Evaluation levels of the quality profile 

For this reason the levels have been adapted to specifically cover the EDM environment (figure 
3 .5).ln the perfect software product all characteristics will be given the most attention to attain 
perfect user quality. In real life deliberations have to made about the focu s in quality . That' s why 
a low level for a characteristic doesn ' t mean that no attention should be paid to that part of the 
so ftware, only, extra effort should be put into more important quality characteristics . 

3.5.1 Quality profile EDM environment 

The sub-characteristics need the following evaluation levels (figure 3 .5). The eva luati on level 
states the importance of a sub-characteristic and is closely connected to the risk you take when 
not evaluating a certain sub-characteristic. 

Functionality 

Reliability 

Usability 

Efficiency 

Suitability 

Accuracy 

Interoperability 

Security 

Compliance 

Maturity 

Fault tolerance 

Recoverability 

Understandability 

Learnability 

Operability 

Attractiveness 

Time-behavior 

Resource utilization 

Maintainability Analyzability 

Changeability 

Stability 

Testability 

Portability Adaptability 

lnstallability 

Co-existence 

Replaceability 

Figure 3. 6: Quality profile EDM environment. 

Evaluation Level 

A 

Hereafter the scores of a number of the important sub-characteristics on the evaluation level s are 
explained. The others can be found in Appendix 11 . 

Suitability 
This enhances the efficiency with which the tasks can be conducted . 
Also the internal dynamics and the complexity of the tasks can be better supported . 
Furthermore, the large number of different users in the engineering document environment can 
each use the software in the right way (level 8). 
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Interoperability 
The interaction with CAD systems is important and should be supported . 
Also other systems used in this environment have to be supported. Think for example of ERP 
systems, Word or Excel (level C). 

Security 
Much data in the EDM environment has to be available for all people. Even other departments 
have to use it. In some companies this is strictly regulated with tight security, in other there is 
hardly any security at all. This need depends on company culture and needed flexibility. But for 
all these companies protection of the data against parties outside the company is important. For 
this reason security needs to be evaluated on level B. 

Maturity 
Good maturity offers low frequencies of failure in the software. This is important due to the fact 
that the software supports the primary process, is real-time and the product of the primary 
process, documents , is stored in it. Evaluation needs to be done on level B. 

Fault tolerance 
Some fault tolerance is always important. EDM software interfaces with a lot of other software 
and depends on their information being right. It's not the task of EDM software to anticipate on 
faults generated by other software. It has to assume that that information is right. On the other 
hand, the stored information is very important and should be preserved at all cost. With a large 
fault tolerance this can more easily be achieved. The evaluation level is set on C. 

Recoverability 
Good recoverability offers the software the capability to re-establish its level of performance and 
recover the data directly affected in case of a failure and on the time and effort needed for it. 
The product of the primary process must not be lost in case of failure. Also the engineering 
process must be able to be resumed quickly after failure for efficiency to remain high. This 
clearly stresses the need for high recoverability. If, however, maturity and fault tolerance are 
high, the need for good recoverability will be less. The evaluation level is set on C. 

Learnability 
EDM software is mostly used by 'power users' who work with the system for a long time. A 
quick learning process is an advantage but not essential. For this reason level C evaluation will 
suffice . 

Operability 
Good operability offers users low effort for operations and operation control. This will help in 
attaining higher efficiency. This will also help in performing the complex tasks in this 
environment, and users will not become irritated with the software after extensive use of it. 
Finally, it will help minimizing failures thafmay damage the information. Level C evaluation is 
appropriate. 

Time-behavior 
Good time-behavior will enhance the efficiency of the tasks performed. EDM software is most 
times used as the backbone of a computer task. For example: at first the EDM software is started 
to find a document, hereafter another application is started on top of the EDM software to work 
on the document. When the EDM software has bad time-behavior this shows in a number of tasks 
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and people will get irritated and perhaps stop using the software. Level C evaluation is 
appropriate . 

Changeability 
Good changeability offers a number of advantages. The software can easily be adapted to the 
changing situations in the engineering environment. This will help in supporting the flexibility of 
the users that work in th is environment. 
At the level of the software development, changeability is also important. Nowadays new 
so ftware developments follow up each other at a staggering speed. And especially for EDM 
software. which has tight integration with other software packages, this can be a problem. 
Software companies must be able to swiftly adapt the software to new situations and new releases 
of other software. Changeability is therefore set on level C. 

Co-existence 
The engineering document management environment is diverse, many different forms of software 
are used . Co-existence is needed to cover the complete environment. On the other hand. almost 
all that software is Windows based. Therefore co-existence is secured and evaluation on level C is 
needed. 

Accuracy, compliance, understandability, attractiveness, resource utilization , analyzability, 
stability, testability, adaptability, installability and replaceability have been set on evaluation level 
Dor lower. These sub-characteristics are less important in this environment and will not be taken 
along for further analysis. 

3.6 Conclusion 

Finding the right quality profile for each individual situation in which software is developed is a 
long and effort taking process [ van Veenendaal , Trienekens 1997]. fn this chapter is tried to take 
the first steps in developing a general quality profile. This profile covers the EDM environment. 
Characteristics of this environment are linked to characteristics of a software product that can be 
used in this environment. With the aid of this quality profile, specific profiles for software used in 
this environment can be set up more easily and quickly. 
In the next chapter this is done for Atlanta/EDM. 
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4 Atlanta/EDM 

In this Chapter the final list of sub
characteristics that are to be evaluated will be 
chosen. To come to the quality profile of 
Atlanta/EDM, the architecture of Atlanta will 
be described in paragraph 4.1. Used together 
with the positioning of Atlanta/EDM described 
in paragraph 4.2. the Atlanta/EDM quality profile will be set up. This is done in paragraph 4.3. 
Lastly, in paragraph 4.4, the restricting factors are used to contrive the final I ist of sub
characteristics. 

4.1 Atlanta/EDM functionality 
!;m '.:/2;.~;:i,i/;..· 

Atlanta/EDM is an EDM (Engineering Document Management) system. CIMdata [CIMdata, 
1997] offers a model to divide a PDM system into functions it can fulfill. EDM is a subset of 
PDM, therefore Atlanta/EDM will be described on the basis of this framework. 
EDM systems are composed of: 
• An electronic vault or data repository 

• A set of user functions 
• A set of utility functions 

4.1.1 Atlanta/EDM Architecture 

Atlanta/EDM is developed for use in a network environment. This is done by using client-server 
architecture ( figure 4 . 1 ). 

~ D D 
Workstation Workstation Workstation 

Figure 4. !:Client-server architecture 

The server controls the electronic vault(s) and the utility functions and the client offers the users 
the user functions . A number of user functions that can be found in PDM systems are also 
supported by Atlanta/EDM. 

4.1.2 Electronic vault 

An electronic vault is used as a repository to control all kinds of engineering information . The 
vault is a data store that contains some data within itself and controls other externally generated 
data by managing access to it. Two types of data are stored: 
• Engineering data generated in various applications. 
• Meta-data, which is data about EDM-controlled information. 
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4.1.3 User functions 

The functionality of EDM systems falls into two broad categories: user functions and utility 
functions. 
User functions provide the users' interface to the EDM system ' s capabilities including data 
storage. retrieval and management. Different types of users use different subsets of the user 
functions. These functions are divided into five categories [CIMdata, 1997]: 

l. Data Vault and Document Management 
Data vault and document management provides secure storage and retrieval of product 
definition information. Check-in and checkout functions work with data stored in an 
electronic vault to provide secure storage and access control. Access control can be used to 
secure documents. Even a history mode exists to view documents as they were in the past. 

2. Workflow and Process Management 
Using data vault en document management alone, an EDM system can react to users' ad hoc 
demands. With workflow and process management, an EDM system can, in addition. be 
proactive. It can interact with people, work according to predefined business processes of an 
organization and with data and documents . Workflow and process management defines and 
controls the process of reviewing and approving changes to engineering data and appropriate 
information is routed automatically. 
This function is covered using work packages. Each work package stores a number of 
documents that together form for example an Engineering Change Order (ECO) . A number of 
' rules ' and statuses can be attached to the work packages, triggering on certain events and for 
example notify a person of the status change of a work package. 

3. Product Structure Management 
This function is normally only for a small part or not at all available in EDM systems. lt 
encompasses facilitation of the creation and management of product configurati ons and Bill s 
of material (BOM). As configurations change over time, the software tracks versions and 
design variations. Furthermore, product data, such as documents, are linked to parts 
configurations. 
EDM sees documents as the building stones. These documents of course belong to a product, 
but all functions are done on documents. PDM sees products as the building stones. Most 
functions are done on products and a number of documents are connected to a product. 
For this reason product configurations and BOM's are no part of EDM software. This also 
applies to Atlanta/EDM, which supports assembly structures and versioning of documents, 
but special options for supporting BO M 's and different configurations of products are not 
available. 

4. Classification 
Classification of parts allows similar or standard parts, processes, and other desi gn 
information to be grouped by common attributes and retrieved for use in products . Parts and 
designs can be found that match specific attributes, ranges of attributes, and logical 
combinations of attributes. 
As explained in 'Product Structure Management ', focus in EDM software is on documents 
not products. Accordingly, classification is done on documents not products . 
All information in Atlanta/EDM is linked to its meta-data, for example attributes like date. 
name and size. Atlanta/EDM offers view functions triggered by these attributes. find 
functions on (multiple) attributes and ' where used' functionality. Using 'where used ' can help 
the user find documents that are being referenced to in other documents . 
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5. Program Management 
Program management provides work breakdown structures (WBS) and allows resource 
scheduling and project tracking. Resources and managed data are linked to prov ide an added 
level of planning and tracking. These capabilities are frequently provided through links to 
third-party project management systems. 
Atlanta/EDM does not support program management. Links to other applications supporting 
program management however, can be easily programmed using Visual Basic by Cyco. 

4.1.4 Utility functions 

Utility functions provide support that facilitates the use of the system and provide support to the 
user functions mentioned above. Utility functions interface with the operation environment and 
insulate its function s from the user. Tailoring permits systems to operate in conformance with the 
user 's environment. Utility functions include: 
• Notification or links with a notification system 
• Integration 

Integration with CAD systems like AutoCAD, IntelliCAD or Mechanical Desktop is very 
hi gh. These documents can be quick-printed in Atlanta/EDM and production structure 
management can partly be done. Document relationship management and title block 
synchronization are also part of the integration. 

• Internet support 
Support for translating data to Internet formats and creating links between the Internet and 
data vaults will be available. 

• Image Services 
Documents can be quick-viewed in Atlanta/EDM. The quick-view is accompanied by zoom
in and zoom-out. This is a very easy function for finding the right (CAD) drawings. 

• System Administration 
Administration tools will be provided to ease maintenance of the data stored in Atlanta/EDM. 

• Redlining 
Documents can be red lined. This is an easy function to ad some comments to a document at 
any place you like. A red color is used so it stands out. This is done o n documents for 
correction purposes. 

• Engineering templates 
Special templates are used to ease the installation of Atlanta/EDM in different engineering 
environments. For example, different templates are used for an architectural engineering 
environment and a mechanical engineering environment. 

4.2 Atlanta/EDM positioning 
' s,::,;Jf( ffe'VY:;<+ 

After knowing the features and functionality of Atlanta/EDM, its positioning has to be taken into 
account to be able to select the Atlanta/EDM quality profile. Atlanta/ EDM is positi oned in the 
marked in a certain way. The way the product is positioned rises certain expectations by 
customers . Because of that, customers will feel that certain quality aspects are more important 
than others . 

When the product is sold to the customer, it has to be adjusted and tuned to that specific s ituation. 
This customization process is needed to offer a good fit between Atlanta/ EDM and the customer 
environment. This process is usually done by a VAR (Value Adding Rese ller) and is ca lled the 
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deployment time. Cyco is aiming for a short deployment time, which in its turn will save the 
customer money. 
Cyco wants to sell a high volume of Atlanta/EDM software. This wi II be done by offering it 
against a relatively low price. 
Cyco will position Atlanta/EDM as the successor of AMWF, offering at least all functionality of 
AMWF and a perfect fit when changing from AMWF to Atlanta/EDM. Lastly, Atlanta/ EDM will 
only work on a selected number of software platforms and network environments. These are Win 
95 or Win NT clients connected via an NT Network. Supported databases are the embedded 
database (hypertrieve), SQL Server and Oracle. 

4.3 Atlanta/EDM Quality Profile 
":- _.,.-.·-:-,x .;·;,-_~, ~' -~--~ 

The eleven remaining quality sub
characteristics have been evaluated for the 
specific quality profile of Atlanta/EDM (figure 
4.2) . A number of evaluation levels are the 
same as in the EDM quality profile. 
The Atlanta/EDM architecture covers almost 

:i 
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all parts of the EDM environment. To offer a good support of this environment, the important 
sub-characteristics in this environment must have the same importance in At lanta/EDM. 
However, also a number of those have changed (striped blocks in figure 4.2 indicate thi s). 
Through its positioning and design choices some sub-characteristics need to be evaluated on 
another level. Explanation of the evaluation levels is given hereafter: 

A 
functionality Suitability 

Interoperability 
Security 

reliability Maturity 
Fault-tolerance 
Recoverability 

usability Learnability 
Operability 

efficiency Time-behavior 

maintainability Changeability 
portability Co-existence 
Figure 4.2.· Quality profile Atlanta/EDM 

Suitability: 
Short dep loyment time means extra demands for better suitability. The tasks that have to be 
supported will differ for different customers. When the right function s are present in the software, 
time for customization and adjustment of the software will be shorter. If Atlanta/ EDM is 
pos itioned as having a short deployment time, suitability will be very important for achieving 
this. The evaluation level is already B, and economic consequences ofa lower suitability will not 
be grave enough to justify level A evaluation. Therefore suitability will also be level B for the 
Atlanta/EDM specific QP. 
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Interoperability: 
One of the main aspects of Atlanta/EDM is the good interoperabi I ity with other software 
packages like AutoCAD. Much effort is put into this and extensive re lationships between Cyco 
and producers of a number of other software packages exists . For thi s reason exce llent integrati o n 
between Atlanta/EDM and these software packages is a spearhead in the deve lopment. And also 
due to the positioning of Atlanta/EDM as being the processor of AMWorkFlow, interoperability 
will be very important. This because one of the main attributes of AMWorkFlow is thi s perfect 
integration with a number of other software packages. (level C). 

Security: 
Also fo r Atlanta/EDM, security is very important. Essential data is sto red and needs to be secured 
at a ll costs. An Internet client will be part of Atlanta/EDM. This increases the accessi bility to the 
data for outside parties but a lso increases the need for so lid security. Level B evaluation is 
needed. 

Maturity: 
All arguments that are valid for general EDM software are also va lid for At lanta/EDM. For thi s 
reaso n evaluation stays on level B. 

Fault tolerance: 
Cyco offers high quality products. Furthermore, Atlanta/EDM integrates closely with a number of 
other software packages. However, maturity is seen as very important and is c lose ly connected to 
fault tolerance. Fault tolerance is important and will be set on leve l D. 

Recoverability: 
The need for good recoverability is high. However, a characteristic of tran sact iona l databases that 
are used nowadays is thei r high recoverabili ty. All other recoverability related issues that are 
valid for general EDM software are a lso valid for Atlanta/EDM. For this reason the evaluation 
level remains C. 

Learnability: 
Atlanta/EDM is positioned as the successor of AMWF. AMWF has been a success partly because 
its ease in use and high learnability. Consequently, Atlanta/EDM also has to foc us on learnability. 
Furthermore, Cyco is aiming for a short deployment time for Atlanta/EDM. Good learnab ility 
will definitely have a positive effect on this . Level C evaluation is appropri ate. 

Operability: 
As told At lanta/EDM is pos itioned as the successor of AMWF. AMWF has been a success due to 
ease in use. Consequently this need for operability will also be high for Atlanta/ EDM . A lso the 
depl oyment time can be shortened by good operability. Operability is set on leve l B in the 
At lanta/EDM qua lity profile. 

Time behavior: 
One drawback of AMWorkFlow, which has to be improved in Atlanta/EDM , is its scalab ility. 
AMWorkFlow uses a client-client system, which is not usable with more than around 20 users. 
Atlanta/EDM is c lient-server and is aiming for a much higher scalab ility. Certainly leve l C is 
needed 

Changeability: 
Maintainability has been a problem with AMWF. The architecture is old and many changes have 
been conducted. To cope with this, Atlanta/EDM is being programmed as maintainable as 
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possible. A special EDM layer has been programmed on top of a generic control layer and the 
latest version of Visual C++ is used to offer good changeability. Thus, changeability is al so 
important for Atlanta/EDM and evaluation is set on level C . 

Co-existence: 
As stated earlier, only Windows is supported by Atlanta/EDM . Nowadays co-existence with 
other software is no problem in a Windows environment. Windows itself organizes and control s 
the different software processes that co-exist. On the other hand, Atlanta/ EDM needs a tight 
integration with other software. At some points this integration is so tight that Windows will not 
be a intermediate. For this integration, there needs to be focus 011 co-existence. It's therefore set 
011 level C . 

Fault tolerance has an evaluation level D and will therefor not be taken along for further 
evaluation in the next paragraph . 

4.4 Atlanta/EDM Pilot 

A number of aspects related to testing in a 
pilot environment play an important role in 
choosing the final quality characteristics. This 
research project is not large enough to 
examine all important quality characteristics 
selected in the previous chapter. To solve 
this, a final evaluation list will be selected 
using these aspects. They are: 

• Economic feasibility 

' · 
;i ,,., 1; 
!
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-~~~ i 

-~ !- Final -- liSt of 
1 · sub• 
t characteristics 

The research project must be economically feasible for Cyco. Expenditures must lay within 
the budget appointed for the Atlanta project. 

All sub-characteristics can be measured relatively cheaply except changeability. For this 
characteristic to be tested properly, the software has to be changed a number of times. Thi s 
brings about expenses in man-hours needed to carry out the changes and the testing 
afterwards 

• Time aspect 
Quality characteristics must be measurable within the time the pilots are conducted . This time 
is limited due to costs and the fact that the pilot must be finished before shipment of the final 
version . 

All sub-characteristics can easily be measured within the time span of the pilot except 
maturity. For thorough measurements on maturity, the pilot time of two months can cause 
some problems. However, an indication of maturity can certainly be given. 

• Already in research or known status 
Some quality aspects are, and have been , an important focus point for Cyco. Their status or 
importance is known. There is no need to reinvent the wheel. 
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Usability in the form of learnability and operability has always been a focus point for Cyco 
when developing new software. But the pilots offer the possibility to measure usability in 
' real life' situations, which may yield new information on this issue. Because Cyco al so 
investigates these issues, only operability is chosen to investigate. 
Co-existence has also been focus points. Real life information could be useful but many of 
the co-existing configurations can be tested in house. For th is reason co-existence \\ i II not be 
evaluated. 
Interoperability is an integrated part of Atlanta/EDM . Much knowledge is available within 
Cyco concerning this subject due to experiences with earlier products . It will therefore not be 
part of the qua I ity characteristics that wi II be evaluated. 
Less attention has been paid to other sub-characteristics. Testing the111 will therefore be very 
useful. 

• Li111ited pilot version 
As stated earlier, the pilot version misses some of the aspects that will be available in the 
final version. If they're not available, they can not be measured. 

Measurement of maturity is limited due to this aspect. 
Firstly because Atlanta/EDM will mature during the pilots. Faults will be discovered and 
removed. This will change the maturity level. Secondly, when measuring the 111aturity. only 
the pilot version will be measured and not the final product. The maturity of the final version 
is what matters to the customers. However, measuring the growth of maturing of 
Atlanta/EDM during the development phase is useful. 

A second pilot version will be made in which requests done by the pilot site will be handled. 
Changeability can be measured between these two versions. However, templates and wizards, 
which are used for adapting the software to an environment, and Visual Basic support, which 
is used for changing the software, are not available in the pilot version . Measuring the growth 
of changeability during the development phase is useful. 

It ' s also not so useful to measure recoverability when not measuring on the final product. 
Recoverability is mainly related with the database features. Support for a number of database 
formats has not yet been implemented. 
The other sub-characteristics can be measured but one must keep in mind that these will be 
measured on the pilot version and not the final version. 

The final list of sub-characteristics that will be evaluated is: 
Suitability, Maturity, Operability, Time-behavior and Changeability. 
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In th is chapter the metrics for measuring the sub
characteristics will be given . Subsequently 
metrics for suitability, changeability, maturity, 
operability and time-behavior will be discussed. 
The results of the measurements in the pilot site 
are given in the next chapter. 

5.1 Metrics 

The design 

Evaluation 
plan 

Quality sub-characteristics are meaningless if one can not evaluate them. It's therefore important 
that, when stating what level of quality something should have, software engineers are to express 
the quality level in a testable form. 
To achieve this , for each sub-characteristic of quality one or more metrics will be defined. For 
each metric an interpretation of the measured value will be given together with the scale type (e.g. 
absolute, ratio) (Appendix 2) and measurement type (e.g. count, time) . 

It is important to define a desired value ofa metric on forehand. By doing so the values of the 
metrics that are measured can easily be evaluated by comparing them with the desired values. 

According to McCall [McCall, 1977] and others the 'life cycle perspective' applies to quality 
factors. This perspective stated that user concerns shift throughout the life cycle of the software 
product. To the user the importance of sub-characteristics changes during the life cycle of the 
software product. This implies that levels of quality that are acceptable for the user in sta11ing 
phase of the pilots could not be acceptable at a later stage (or the other way around). 
The pilots will not cover the complete life cycle of the software product, but only about three 
months . Consequently, user concerns will probably only slightly shift throughout the pilot and it ' s 
not necessary to measure at different stages of the pilot. 

5.1.1 Suitability 

Suitability states: 
.... presence and appropriateness of a set of functions for specified tasks. 

supplies 
Activity: uses 

relevant engineering----
activities 

__ I 
is executed by 

is co-ordinated by 
is supervised by 

Information: 
Engineering 
information 

creates 
Subject: uses 

People working in '--: ______ o_w_n_s___. 
engineering 

Figure 5. I: Metamodel of Vroom 

The specified tasks are the relevant 
engineering activities, these are twofold: 
• Activities that are related to EDM. These 
activities are or should be done with the aid 
ofEDM. 
• Activities that could be related to EDM. 
These activities are not defined as being 
supported by EDM but could perhaps be 
supported by EDM. This second group is 
important to keep a broad focus. 

The first problem then, is to identify the 
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activities. This will be done with the aid of the model of Vroom [Vroom, 1996] (figure 5.1 ). 

The building blocks of the metamodel are: 
• Subject: the acting systems, e.g., a man or a department 
• Activity: the processes 
• Information: the system treated: the information used or created in the activities 

The building blocks are regarded as database objects and are modeled in an object-oriented way 
in which attributes and relationships between the blocks (database objects) are defined. With 
these objects and relationships, a three-dimensional model of the engineering process is created in 
which each block is regarded as a dimension (Vroom, 1996). 
Examples of (2 dimensional) relationships between the objects are: 
• A drawing (information) is created by a draftsman (subject) 
• For drawing up a project plan (activity), customer specifications (information) are used 
• The drawing up of the project plan (activity) is coordinated by the project manager (subject) 

All relevant engineering activities, who executes them and which information is used and created 
and in what form are registered . Furthermore, the activities that are done with the help of 
Atlanta/EDM are recorded. 

Atlanta/EDM offers a large number of functions. Those functions will suppo11 a number of EDM 
tasks. This is " .. the presence of functions for . ... tasks". Functions are build into Atlanta/EDM 
because Cyco expects that they will support a number of EDM tasks. Here the second problem 
arises; research at the beginning of the Atlanta project has identified tasks that needed to be 
supported, and functions that should support them. But do those functions really support the 
tasks? This is measured in the following way (see also figure 5.2): 

Xl = number of EDM tasks supported bv pilot version of Atlanta/EDM. 
number of EDM tasks in pilot site 

Method of measurement: 
• Walking along with process and observing, and registering manually executed tasks. 
• Data is registered in an excel sheet in which the three objects of the model of Vroom are 

linked. 

The third problem with measuring suitability is " ... appropriateness of.. functions for .. tasks". Are 
the functions offered by Atlanta/EDM appropriate to execute the tasks or not? The fo ll ow ing 
metric is used to measure this: 

X2 = number of used functions in pilot version of Atlanta/EDM 
number of available functions in pilot version of Atlanta/EDM 

1\llethod of measurement: 
• Available functions in pilot version of Atlanta/EDM are counted. 
• Used functions are recorded. This is done with the use of a ' trace file ' at the client side of 

Atlanta/EDM, running for a day on all computers using Atlanta/EDM. These are counted. 

Another metric that identifies suitability is the number of change requests done by the users. A 
change request is a request of the user to expand or change functionality of Atlanta/ EDM. They 
can be very versatile, ranging from "why doesn ' t it do . . . " to " I don ' t like this button". When 
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measuring these over time, the change in the number of change requests is a measure for the 
improvement or decline of the suitability. 

One pilot company will probably be using different versions of Atlanta/EDM over the complete 
duration of the pilot. At this point in time, it is not known whether pilot companies wi ll use 
different versions and, if so, how many. Therefor, the importance of thi s metric will become 
c learer la ter on. The metric is defined as follows (see also figure 5.2): 

X3 = number of change requests per time span 
The time span is the span between two versions. 

Aiethod of measurement: 
• All change requests done by the users are recorded in the mentioned Excel sheet 

Suitability changes when time passes, people get used to the software and change the ir fun ct ion 
use beh av ior. For this reason, functions are recorder at at least at two per iods in time. The 
beginning of the project and when users are used to the software. Metric two is split up in 2.1 
(beginning) and 2.2 (later on), n={l,2 }. 

Metric 
nurribe 

r 

Scale type .1nd 
measurement 

t e 

task coverage 

2.1 /2.2 functional use coverage 

3 change request frequency 

0.75* 

Engineer: 0.55 
Administrator: 

0.80** 
15 

Fig ure 5. 2: Exrra information concerning the suitability metrics 

0<=Xl <= I Xl= Ratio 
closer to one is X 1 = count/count 

better 
0<=X2<=! X2=Ratio 

closer to one is X2=count/count 
better 
X3>0 X3=Absolute 

closer to zero is 
better 

XJ=count/time 

*) The pilot team has analyzed the pilot environment and identified the EDM tasks. A number of 
those tasks are deliberately not supported in Atlanta/EDM. This is done because the pilot version 
doesn' t offer all functionality of the final version . These tasks are redlining, annotation (redlining 
in not CAD documents), document plotting, document printing, work packages, Inte rnet support 
and interactio n with mail. 
**) The administrator is the person in the pilot site responsible for the network and other IT 
business . This person is expected to u_se more of the functions available in Atlan ta/ EDM then a 
normal user. 
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These metrics offer an insight in suitability but don ' t show what can and/or should be done to 
improve it. It 's nice to know how good the suitability is, but if you don ' t know what to do to 
improve it: this knowledge can not be put to use . For this reason not only the number of tasks 
within the pilot environment and the number of tasks supported by Atlanta/EDM are recorded but 
also the nature. 

Eng activitiess supported by 
the Atlanta/EOM final version 

'l . .. I Eng. act1v1t1es supported by 
he Atlanta/EOM pilot version 

I 

All relevant engineering 
activities 

0 

Relevar,t eng. actiyities in pilot site Y 
: ' 1 

4 
3 

Figure 5.3.· EDl'v! task coverage 

Legend: 
0: All relevant engineering activities 
1: Relevant engineering activities in 
one pilot site that are not supported 
by the functionality of the pi lot or the 
final version of Atlanta/ EDM . 
2: Relevant engineering activities in 
multiple pilot sites that are not 
supported by the functionality of the 
pi lot or the final version of 
Atlanta/EDM. 
3: Relevant engineering activities in 
one or more pilot sites that are not 
supported by the functionality of the 
pilot version but are supported by the 
functionality of the final version of 
Atlanta/EDM. 

The typification of the Vroom model is used to structure those natures . In figure 5 .3 the 
differences in task coverage are visualized . If suitability is to be improved, Atlanta/EDM has to 
change its task coverage. Area 2 offers the best possibilities for improving the task coverage. 
Changing the task coverage by offering new or different functions is a deci sio n that has to be 
made by Cyco. Task coverage is important in this first pilot. However, when it measured in more 
pilots and task coverages are compared to find common parts its real usefulness will become 
clearer. 
More aspects than only task coverage played a role when the specifications of Atlanta/EDM 

were made. 
Therefore, this report will only make recommendations for changing the task coverage offered by 
Atlanta/EDM. 

5.1.2 Changeability 

Changeability states: 
.... effort needed for modification, fault removal or for environmental change. 

ISO is not clear on which levels in the software these changes can occur. To cope with thi s, three 
levels have been defined: 

Levell 

Level 2 

Level ·J t 

Changes that can be cqnc\tJ¢J~i:i gyJ ke 9Y·S.!9lli~!tiifr 
Changes that can be conducted by the 'value adding reseller' or implementing party 

Changes t~~t.cari be C'oriducte ¢yco itsfif(#2rmajly'dniy for n~w · releases and maintenance 
releases) . . . . . . :'t . "· · ' 
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The main issue for Cyco is, at which level to put a certain part of the changeability. What part of 
the software should be easy to change by the user, what part by the VAR and what part by Cyco. 
To get an idea of how these parts lay in proportion to each other, following metrics are used (see 
also figure 5.4): 
Level I: 

X4 = Total time spend on handled change requests belonging to level 1 
Number of handled change requests per time span belonging to level l 

For the explanation of a change request, see metric 3. 
A handled change request is a change request for which the software has been adapted. After a 
number of weeks the change requests from the pilot site will be evaluated and a number of those 
will be processed to produce a second pilot version. 

Level 2: 

XS = Total time spend on handled change requests belonging to level 2 
Number of handled change requests per time span belonging to level 2 

Level 3: 

X6 = Total time spend on handled change requests belonging to level 2 
Number of handled change requests per time span belonging to level 2 

lvfethod of measurement: 
• Each recorded change request is evaluated and appointed to a level 
• For each processed change request, time spenditures on the different levels are recorded 

Metric 

4 Modification effort for user A few seconds* 

5 Modification effort for I hour 
VAR 

6 Modification effort for 0.1 hour - 40 
Cyco hours** 

Figure 5.4: Extra inf ormation concerning the changeability metrics 

X4>0 
closer to zero is 

better 
XS>0 

closer to zero is 
better 
X6>0 

closer to zero is 
better 

Scale type ahd 

e 
X4=Ratio 

X4=time/count 

XS=Ratio 
XS=time/count 

X6=Ratio 
X6=time/count 

*) Changes a user wants to do should be available in the ' preferences' of Atlanta/ EDM. 
Preferences can easily be adjusted by clicking a few finches. This only takes a few seconds. 
However, these options are not yet available in the pilot version. It ' s therefore hard to say how 
much time a modification will take for a user. 

**) Some change request can be programmed in only a few minutes. Some others, however, can 
take a complete week to implement. 
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These metrics offer an insight in changeability but again don't show what can and/or should be 
done to improve it. For this reason not only the number of change requests within the pilot 
environment are recorded but also the nature. 

5.1.3 Maturity 

Maturity states: 
. . .. . frequency of failure as a result of faults in the software. 

First the concept 'fault' has to be determined, what is a fault? Wijgerink [Wijgerink. 1994] states 
the difference between faults and failures. 

Fault Abnonnal co.ndition of the systernwhich may lead to a 
failure. · ·· 

Failure Behavior of a functional unit differs from correct behavior 

Failures can occur on all levels in the software and will therefore not always be visible to the end
user. 
The ISO definition doesn't specify on which level in the software failures have to be counted. In 
this project the quality perceived by the end-user is investigated. For this reason on ly the failures 
v is ible to the end-user will be measured. Following metric will be used for measurement (see also 
figure 5.5): 

X7 = Mean Time Between Failures = operation time 
number of detected failures 

operat ion time = time that measurements are done on site. 
By comparing the MTBF's over different versions, the change in maturity can be shown. 

A1ethod of measurement.· 
• Record failures and their reasons on site with a program called the 'prob lem reporter '. 

The reasons for the occurrence of the failures will also be recorded . This data can be ana lyzed. 
after which, if needed, steps can be taken to improve the maturity of Atlanta/EDM. 

Metric 
m'.itribe 

-Scale type and 

.'r 

7 MTBF 1.3 day 

Figure 5.5: Extra information concerning the maturity metric 

5.1.4 Operability 

Operabi I ity states: 
..... . ..... the users ' effort for operations and operation control. 

0<X7 
the higher, the 

better 

X.7= Absolute 
X7= time/count 

The SUMI (Software Usability Measurement Inventory) questionnaire together w ith the SUMI 
tool will be used to measure the operability. SUMI was developed for use in an industrial context 
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and exists of 50 attitude statements. These can be answered by agree/don't know or disagree . 
Practice has shown that participants found it difficult to discriminate between more. Results are 
compared to a standardization database containing about 2000 user profiles. Scores are given as a 
global score and scores achieved in five sub-scales. These are compared to the average score of 
50 . Here two scores will be used, namely efficiency and control. Efficiency identifies the 
transparency of the software and control identifies the control the user feel s he has over the 
software. The overall and other three scores are automatically generated and will also be given. 
The questionnaire will be given to all participants in the pilot projects. Data from the 
questionnaire will be analyzed within the SUMI tool. 

X8: SUMI scale X =A 
A= questionnaire producing consisting of 50 attitude statements (for more informati on. see 
figure 5 .6). 

Method of measurement: 
• The extended questionnaire will be given to all participants in the pilot projects. 
• Data from the questionnaire will be analyzed within the SUMI tool. 

Metric . 

r 

erpi:et~tioh of' 
asur~d S~lue 

Scale type and 
measurement 

tv e · 

8 SUMI More than 50* Population X8= Ord., count 
average is 50 for A= count 

each scale 
Figure 5.6: Extra information concerning the operability metric 

*) The achieved scores are compared to the 2000 user profiles. These offer a good and neutral 
comparison. 

5.1.5 Time behavior 

Time behavior states: 
...... response and processing times and throughput rates in performing its function. 

Times and rates can be measured on the software but only easily in small scale arrangements. 
Atlanta/EDM is client server software and must have a good time behavior even when many 
clients are linked up to a server. This is also called scalability. A model has been made which 
simulates a client server environment. The model can be used to test different large scale 
arrangements in a relatively simple way. The simulation tool Arena was used to produce the 
model 

Appendix I explains in detail how the model works and which variables can be changed with the 
user interface. 

Theory offers mathematical methods for calculating throughput times in a client server 
environment [Leung, 1988). These have been used to check the integrity of the simulation model. 
According to Leung, the different times in a client server environment are defined as fol lows 
(figure 5.7). 
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user 

wait 

service 

input 
◄--.. 

output thinking input 
~ ►◄ ►-◄--► 

T,◄-.... 

Service time(S) 
◄ ► 

Response time(T) User time(U) 

Figure 5. 7: Different times in client server environment 

The details of this theoretical method can be found in Appendix 3 

For the simulation model , an arrival pattern is needed . To find out more about this patte rn , the use 
of Atlanta/EDM over a day is recorded in a trace file. The use characteristics a re used as import 
for the s imulation model. The simulation model offers response times and spread in respo nse 
times for a changing number of clients. 
With the use of confidence intervals, the following metric will be calculated (see a lso figure 5 .8). 

X9 = number of clients on the server when maximal one average call an hour takes longer 
than 2 seconds. 

An average call takes about I second, 2 seconds is taken as the time that a user just fee ls that he's 
waiting to long for the system to respond 

Method of measurement (of input for metric): 
• The number of call done to the server by clients over the day is recorded in a 'trace file ' . 
• Simulation runs with Arena. 

9 Acceptable client 
number 

70 X9>1 
the higher, the 

better 

X9= Abso lute 
X9= ca lculate 

Figure 5.8: Extra information concerning the time behavior metric 

In the next chapter, the measured data is given. Furthermore, this data will be analyzed and 
discussed . In chapter 7, operational and strategic quality improvements will be g ive n. C hapter 8 
finishes thi s report with general conclusions and conclusions concerning the used metri cs. 
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6 Measurement Data 

One pilot site has been investigated completely and measures have been taken here. This one is 
discussed here. For the others only the business analysis has been conducted completely. In 
paragraph 6. 1 the general approach which has been taken to conduct the pi lot project is explained. 
In the subsequent paragraphs the results of measuring each of the metrics are given . 
Recommendations for improvements coming from these measurements are given in the next 
chapter. 

6.1 General approach 

This report only describes one pilot site but four others have already been initiated . For each pilot 
a number of steps are taken. These steps are described hereafter: 

• Initial contact: First contact with the pilot site and its resellers. 
• Business analysis 

The business analysis is done to find out the business characteristics of the pilot site. Before 
going into detail at the stages of the functional and technical design, the business environment 
of the pilot site is investigated. At this stage, a clear picture is obtained of the environment 
Atlanta/EDM is going to work in. 
Successively, the following issues are investigated: 
• Company profile: Description of company. 
• Situation: Reasons for joining the pilot project. 
• Pilot project: Exact place in company where pilot is held, software which is used there 

and Atlanta expectations ( the things Atlanta/EDM should do according to the company) 
• Process: General description of the process in which Atlanta/EDM is employed 
• Users: People participating in the pilot project. 
• Data storage: The way in which data is stored and ( official) standards which apply 
• Changes: Changes in the pilot environment, changes at company level which can effect 

the pilot environment and changes in the marked which can effect the pilot environment. 

To uncover these issues a number of questions have been set up which have been used as a 
guide for the interviews that were conducted. 
The interviews have been set in such a way that a lot of dialogue took place . The questions 
were not strictly followed but only used to check whether all issues had been discussed . In 
this way a much more vivid and interesting dialogue took place and more information was 
uncovered, as would have been when only the questions were asked. 
The questions are based on the questionnaire supplied in [Trienekens, van Veenendaal , 1997] 
but have been adapted to this specific situation. The questions can be found in Appendix 4 
Complete reports of the business analyses of the five pilot sites can be found in Appendix 5 

• Activities planning: Resource and time planning of activities that will be conducted. 
• Functional design: Investigation into the functions and user interface that are needed to adjust 

Atlanta/EDM to the pilot environment. 
• Technical design : Conversion of the functional design into the technical specifications. 
• Customizing: Customization of Atlanta/EDM according to the functional and technical 

design 
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• Training of users and application administrator: Training of the users and the administrator on 
how Atlanta/EDM works and how it should be used. 

• Integration: Integration of Atlanta/EDM into the pilot environment, physically placing the 
software and the hardware at the pilot site. 

• Execution: The execution of the pilot during which the quality of Atlanta/EDM is measured. 
• Evaluation and closing: After the execution an evaluation will take place and the pilot is 

closed. 

6.2 Suitability 

Three metrics have been measured to evaluate the suitability of Atlanta/EDM . The results of the 
measurements are given in the following paragraphs. 

6.2.1 Used Tools and Results for 'task coverage' 

During the interviews conducted to find out the business environment and the functional design 
the engineering activities that needed to be supported and the engineering activities that wouldn't 
be supported were uncovered. In the execution stage the engineering process was observed. The 
metamodel of Vroom was used to sort out these activities, the information needed or produced 
and the people doing the tasks. Excel sheets were used to store the information and to easily 
connect the three blocks with each other. 
Appendix 6. offers an example of the Excel sheet. 
Also a list was made of all EDM tasks (Appendix 7) All EDM tasks in the pilot site were counted , 
in total 29 were identified . Furthermore all EDM tasks supported by the pilot version of 
Atlanta/EDM were counted, in total 15 were identified. 
Calculating the task coverage gives: 

30 

Analysis 
The difference between the calculated and the expected value is 30%. This means more EDM 
tasks were available in the pilot site than expected. 
However, the final version of Atlanta/EDM will support all but one of those functions (Appendix 
7). Clearly, the pilot version misses a part of the functionality needed in the pilot environment. 

When interviewing the people of the pilot site, they were happy with the offered functionality. 
Some EDM tasks were missed but the offered functions sufficed in their needs. The pilot site had 
never used EDM software before, this is probably the reason for their content. 

Another thing that can be noticed is the relatively low number of EDM tasks in the pilot 
environment. You would expect that in an engineering environment all or almost al I EDM tasks 
are in use. The pilot site is an architectural firm. There is therefore no production department. 
Consequently, all tasks concerning preparing documents for production and keeping documents 
for production are not needed. 
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6.2.2 Used Tools and Results for 'functional use coverage' 

Each user has been interviewed . In the interview the functions in Atlanta/ED M were shown to the 
user and the user was asked whether or not he/she had used the specific functi o n. Ca lculatin g th e 
functional use coverage gives: 

Analysis 
The difference between the calculated and the expected va lue is 16%. Thi s means that not a l 
functi o ns have been used. 
The following functions have not been used at all: 
• Import document content 
• Open vault at baseline 
• Find function in the 'more criteria ' tab 

When looking more closely at the results, one thing catches the eye. Namely a number of 
functions have only been used by one user. This is the administrator. He has helped and advised 
the other users and has therefore acquainted himself with almost all aspects of the software. 
To get a better picture of the functional use coverage of the ' normal ' users the admini strator has 
not been taken into account in the next calculations: 

ected;yalue · Differen·ce(%) 
10/ 19 = 0.53 47 

Now the difference is much higher. 

At a second visit to the pilot site it became clear that that the instructions that were given to the 
users at the first visit learned them to use the most bas ic functions but not the more adva nced. 
Thi s is normal , the user first has to have basic understanding of the software before advanced 
options become interesting. 
After instructions on how to use more functions the following results were obta ined: 

1 Difference(%) 
32 

6.2.3 Used Tools and Results for 'change request frequency' 

A ll change requests done by the users have been collected. This information was collected in 
three different forms: 
• Interviewing the users during working time with Atlanta/EDM. This has been done during 

operation time because users could more easily explain comments or change request when 
they could show it straight away in the software . 

• Regular contact (mostly) with the administrator of the pilot si te when Cyco personnel was not 
on the pilot site. 

• A problem reporter. This is a Visual Basic program that stores all comments g iven by the 
users (figure 6.1 ). Users can fill in a functionality problem, comments or a performance 
problem. 
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iii.Atlanta Problem Reporter Ef 

Comment I Wish 

Performance Problem Close 

F(rzure 6.1: Problem Reporter 

The pilot started at 19 October and a new version was implemented on 7 December. The time 
span in which the change requests have been recorded is therefore 7 weeks. In total. 29 change 
req uests were recorded. 
Ca lculating the change request frequency gives: 

/ Difference % 
100 

Analysis: 
This is the first pilot and naturally some things didn 't go as planned . Some settings were wrong 
and some other issues that could easily be adjusted. 
Furthermore, the users in the pilot site were very helpful and eager to improve the software. More 
input than expected came from them. 

6.3 Changeability: Used Tools and Results for 'Modification effort' 
·,.,.':f».""-':-.'XJ?''''' ''. -~~,W i ,,. f:'~;t.:,;? -':}'::,:;:~X.¾,:1;:'Wi-stmm,~e"'/£¥J•&>,'"Sc CITC•, 

For each change request that has been handled, the time spend on it has been record ed. 
The ad ministrator of the pilot site has conducted the level 1 changes . 
Level 2 changes have been conducted by people within Cyco dedicated to adapting the software 
for the pilot environment. This will be the job of the VAR when the software is re leased for sale. 
The programmers of the Atlanta team have conducted the level 3 changes. 
Calculating the modification effort gives: 

72.5/4 = I 8.1 hou 
3: Cyco 38 .5/ 13 = 3.0 hours per ch. req. 13 % 

I hour 
0.1 ho ur - 40 

hours 

* 
* 
* 

*) Calculating the difference has not much use in this case. The expected values are fo unded 
guesses but don't apply to the pilot version. 

Analysis: 
The time taken by the user is far more than expected. The reason for thi s is that the users had to 
do o n si te changes to the software. The pilot site is situated in Eng land . Adjustments to 
Atlanta/EDM couldn ' t all be done by Cyco, some work was done by the users. 
Furthermore, an easy interface in which the user can adjust Atlanta/ EDM to its own preferences 
has not been implemented yet. 
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The time taken by the VAR is also longer than expected. The reason for this is again that this is 
the first pilot site . Due to a learning curve this time will probably shorten. 
Also, the interface for the VAR, which helps to adjust the software, has not yet been 
implemented. 

The time taken by Cyco is reasonably low. All adjustments that needed to be done could be clone 
relatively easy. No large problems were encountered. 

6.4 Maturity: Used Tools and Results for 'MTBF' 

All faults reported by users have been collected. The same three forms of data collected used fo r 
' change request frequency ' (paragraph 6.2 .3) have also been used for collecting the faults. In the 
problem repo1ter, a number of attributes have been collected, namely problem ID. problem type, 
description of problem, time of occurrence and the way to reproduce the problem 

The pilot started at 19 October and a new version was implemented on 7 December. The time 
span in which the faults have been recorded is therefore 7 weeks. In total. 9 faults were recorded. 
Calculating the MTBF gives: 

37/9 = - 4 da s 
Analysis: 

Difference(%) 
300 

The number of recorded faults was far less than expected. The software worked well and the pilot 
team is happy with this result. 

One thing, however, was noticed. A number of faults were not recorded. In some cases the users 
encountered faults and tried to fix them themselves. If they succeeded, the fault was not seen as 
important and consequently not filled in in the problem reporter. Some adjustments have been 
made to the problem reporter, hopefully this will improve the fault report 

Each user in the pilot environment has been given the SUMI questionnaire. The results have been 
filled in and processed by the SUMI tool. 

SUMI advises a sample size of at least ten persons. However, at the pilot site only 4 people 
worked with the software (until now): When other pilot sites are started up , more people can fill 
in the questionnaire and results will be more reliable . At this point in time this is not the case and 
results will only serve as an indication for operability. 
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· -ii'fr~'4'·Scale ;,'": ,,=ssw•o•w M'tSli1fl'gulafe{!t~alf~--'Ji .JNoJnfa1ive~va'.foe &ct'' ,;/ . :Difference:(%) 
Global 60 50 20 

Efficiency 61 50 22 
Control 52 50 4 
Affect 61 50 2'.l 

Helpfu lness 58 50 16 
Learnability 61 50 

SUMISCO. a software tool supplied with SUMI, shows the scores. compared to the normative 
value. in a graph (figure 6.2)together with their separate confidence intervals. 

sumi2 .ASC: S1:tmple d1:ttfl AHR 

70 

60 :l: I 
50 

40 -

30 

20 

I 

Glob1:tl Efficiency Affect Helpfulness Control Le1:trn1:tb ility 
This grnph shows medi1:tns 1:tnd upper 1:tnd lower 95% confidence intervflls. 

Figure 6.2: Resultsjrom S Ulv!ISCO 

A full explanation of the terms is given in Appendix 8. 

Analysis 
Looking at the results, it's clear that a ll scores are above average. The main interest goes out to 
efficiency and control. 

Efficiency: 
The users find the product working for them. The software helps them perform their tasks more 
efficient and better. Even though the software is still only pi lot software with bas ic functionality, 
this functionality is sufficient for good support. 

Control: 
Thi s scale has scored the lowest of all scales. Although the score is not under ave rage, more 
attention should be paid to control. The main influence will be from the faults that occurred in the 
pi lot version . Also the user may feel some lack of control over the function s . Feedback may be 
too comp lex. Badly named/ labeled or organized. 
The pi lot c lient (the interface the user is working with) of Atlanta/EDM is missing some user 
friendliness. Cyco has also noticed this problem. To improve the client, a new one is being made 
at this moment. 
Furthermore, Atlanta/EDM is not (yet) fast in responses to user act ions . Th is a lso contributes to a 
lower score on control. 
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6.6 Time behavior: Used Tools and Results for client number' 

The respo nse time (T), as explained in paragraph 5. 1.5 is build up out of a number o f section 
times . 
Imagine a 'typical ' action from a user. First the client on the computer of the user has to process 
the action. The time this takes is called Tc' (figure 6.2). Information is then send over the network 
to the se rver, the time this takes is called Tn ' . The server side of Atlanta/ EDM exi sts of two parts, 

the OML ( object management layer) and the database. 
In the database al informati on is stored and the OM L 
controls that information . The times fo r act io ns in 

Tower box 

Ts 

those two parts ofAtlanta/ EDM will be take n together 
and is called Ts. 

T n' Network 

Workstation 

Figure 6.] .· The client server configuration 

For the user, OML time and database ti111e are o f no 
concern . He or she only experiences respo nse tim es. 

At a later stage in the pilot project of Cyco. 
differentiation between these two times wi ll become 
interesting. At that point different data bases w ill be 
used in Atlanta/EDM and co111parisons can be made. 
This, however, is not a part of th is report. 

Information from the server goes back to the client to be di splayed to the user. T hi s g ives: 

T = Tc '+ Tn' +Ts+ Tn' +Tc'= Tc+ Tn + Ts 
Tc = 2*Tc ' 
Tn = 2*Tn ' 

A mode l made in Arena was used to simulate the client - server environment. Tc, T n and Ts were 
used for input. Appendix 12 explains the calculations behind these route times 
For the Arena simulation model , a representative arrival pattern is needed. To find o ut 111ore about 
this pattern, the use of Atlanta/EDM over a day has been recorded in a Windows NT progra111 
called the performance monitor. The resulting measurements can be found in Appendix 9. O nl y 
the time interva ls that user activity was measured are shown in the Appendix. 

Analysis: 
When loo king in detail to the measurements, the following can be concluded: 
• Users use Atlanta/EDM at certain time intervals during a day. Almost a ll actions are 

concentrated in the morning, when arriving, before and after lunch and at the end of the clay. 
• Most times, a user is working with Atlanta/EDM for about three minutes. 

This info rmatio n has been used as input for the simulation mode l: 
Only the times that the system is heavi ly used are important. Assume a ' bad scenar io' case in 
which the time inte rval in which the system is used by all clients is a quarter of an ho ur. 
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Typically, a user will: 
• Stari up Atlanta/ EDM 
• Do a navigation view 
• Click open a folder 
• Click open a sub-folder 
• Click on a document 

• Load the document in an application 

A user wi 11 therefore do 6 calls to the server in that quarter of an hour. Th is can be translated in an 
arrival pattern in the simulation model in which per client 6 calls are made to the serve r in a 
quarter of an hour, meaning I per 150 seconds. 

The server time (Ts) in the simulation model is 0.8 seconds. An average call has a Ts of around 
0.2 seconds but starting up Atlanta/EDM and loading the document in an application are calls that 
take longer than an average call. Furthermore other processes on the Windows NT server 
sometimes interfere with Atlanta/EDM and enlarge the Ts. 

The following results were measured in Atlanta/EDM: 

averaqe call 
Tc 0.55 
Tn 0.25 
Tcpu 0.2 

And the following results came out of the simulation: 

6 calls per quarter 95% one sided 
clients average queue queue standard confidence 

time deviation interval 
20 0,07 0,261 0,39625 
30 0, 165 0,518 0,8125 
40 0,267 0,731 1,18075 
70 0,54 1,065 1,87125 

*) The 95% one sided confidence interval is calculated in the following way: 
Average queue time+ z-value0 9*queue standard deviation . 

T = Tc + Tn + Tcpu + 95% one sided confidence interval. 
2 = 0.55 + 0.25 + 0.2 + 95% one sided confidence interval 
95% one sided confidence interval= I 

Calculating the Acceptable client number gives: 

70 
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Analysis: 
The difference between the calculated value and the expected value is large. Only around 30 
clients can be hooked to Atlanta/EDM to still have an acceptable performance. 

Two main dimensions for scalability exist, namely the number of clients and seize of the 
database. 
Cyco has conducted some internal research to the scalability of the database. First results show 
that for a typical call (open navigation view) a database of 16.000 documents produces a server 
time of0.2 seconds. All results of the number of clients scalability will therefore apply for a 
database of 16.000 documents. Some other results have shown that the server response time 
increases linearly with increase of the database. The acceptable client number will therefo re 
decrease when a database of more than 16.000 documents is used. 

For the use of Atlanta/ EDM over one day only the use pattern of four users was measured. This 
number is too low to have very reliable measurements. Furthermore, a simulation model was 
used . Simulated values will differ from real life values. 
This is why these numbers serve as an indication for the performance of Atlanta/ ED iv! 

In the next chapter conclusions will be drawn from the results presented in this chapter. 
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7 Conclusions 

As mentioned before, the quality metrics have been measured in just one pi lo t s ite. And in this 
pi lot s ite only a small number of people have used the software. For a number of metric s the basis 
fo r measureme nt has been too small to justify valid results . Still, it has been usefu l to meas ure 
them. 
It has shown how measuring the metrics can be put into practice and what tool s are needed in a 
pilot s ituatio n to measure the metric easily. 
Furthermore, the measurements can be used to give indications of quality aspects of 
Atlanta/EDM. Especially, the extra information that has been recorded (the state and reaso n of 
events) alongside of the metrics (number of events) has proved to be very useful. 

In this chapter, the first five paragraphs will discuss the conclusions concerning the different 
aspects of the quality of Atlanta/EDM. After this the success of the used research model to 
eva luate the quality will be discussed . The chapter concludes with an evaluation of the used 
research model in general and use of ISO 9126, the core component of the research model. 

7 .1 Functionality 

In this research project one aspect of the functionality of Atlanta/EDM was evaluated. name ly 
suitability. This part of functionality is concerned with the match between functi o ns in the 
software and tasks for which the software is meant. As explained before, the metrics ' task 
coverage ' , 'fu nctional use coverage ' and 'change request frequency ' were used to evaluate this. 

A ll three metrics showed calculated values that are lower than expected values. 
Cyco expected more EDM tasks to be covered by Atlanta/ EDM. Furthermore, Cyco a lso 
expected that more function s in Atlanta/EDM would be used. These are of course the functions 
that should cover the EDM tasks. 
Atlanta/EDM is still pilot software. Not all functions have been implemented . Therefore, not all 
EDM tasks can, besides from the fact whether people use them, be covered. In li ght o f this, the 
difference between calculated and expected values is not that surprising. 
A !so the number of request to change the functionality of the software were more than expected. 
Aga in showing that not a ll functionality is available (yet). 

However, what can not be expressed in numbers is the satisfaction of the users with the given 
functionality. Users were explained that due to Atlanta/EDM being a pilot vers ion o nly limited 
functionality would be available but that the final version would poses much , if not a ll. needed 
functionality (see also appendix 7). Even with this in mind, the given function a lity was perceived 
as being good and to a large extend sufficient. 

Overa ll can be sa id that the basic functionality supplied by Atlanta/EDM is good. It covers a la rge 
part of the needed functionality by the pilot site. It 's not perfect but that ' s what the pilots are for. 
finding out mi sfits and correcting them. 
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7.2 Maintainability 
~ ···; ··"" ,·. ··,c;;_-,;,.;i , , 

One aspect of the maintainability of Atlanta/EDM was evaluated, namely changeability. This part 
of maintainability concentrates on the effort for changing the software and doesn ' t look at other 
aspects of maintaining the software. As explained before, the metric ' modification effort ' was 
used to evaluate this. 

The metric can not be used to give the differences between expected and calculated values. 
Modifications can take a long time or be solved in a few minutes, depending on the problem. Due 
to this, it was not possible to give accurate expected values. Also the tools available to the user 
for modifying the software were not yet available in the pilot software . 

One conclusion can be drawn from the results. The changeability at programming level. cl one by 
Cyco programmers, is good . Whether this is the result of easy problems and therefore easy and 
quick solution or the fact that the maintainability of Atlanta/EDM at this level is good. is hard to 
say. Investigation of the maintainability at other pilot sites will have to clarify thi s. 

7.3 Reliability 

Also one aspect of the reliability of Atlanta/EDM was evaluated, namely maturity. This part of 
reliability is concerned with frequency of failure as a result of faults in the software. The metric 
' Mean Time Between Failures' (MTBF) was used to evaluate this. 

The metrics showed calculated values that are better than expected. Cyco is not really sure 
whether all faults have been reported by the pi lot site. If fau Its were not reported. they cl icln ' t have 
much impact on Atlanta/EDM. Probably the problem didn ' t occur again when Atlanta/ EDM 
closed and started up again . These small problems are normal when a software product is still in 
the development phase . 

From the calculated figures can be concluded that the maturity of Atlanta/EDM is reasonably 
good . 
All reported failures occurred in the clients. Not a single server failure was reported. Client 
fai I ures decrease user confidence in the software but have no effect on the rel iabi I ity of the 
documents stored in Atlanta/EDM. And the main reason for reliability evaluation is the 
importance of the documents and the need for safe and secure storage. 
Reliability is dependent on good and faultless programming and thorough testing but also on 
concepts and core-technology chosen with eye for high reliability. The core technology at the 
server side is very reliable. Even in the pilot version, were testing was limited and some failures 
were expected, the reliability proved out to be very high. 

7.4 Usability 

Just as with the other quality characteristics, one aspect of the main characteristic usability, in thi s 
case operability, was evaluated. This part of usability is concerned with the ease with which the 
users can conduct operations and operation control. The SUMI questionnaire was used to evaluate 
this . This questionnaire divides the scores in five scales. Two are concerned with operability, the 
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other three evaluate other aspects of usability. Scores are compared to a large database and are 
seen relative to the average. 

Scores on all five scales were average or higher than average. Usability is already very good. This 
is a bit surprising. Not much attention has yet been paid to the user interface . This will be done at 
a later stage in the development project. The answer can be found in the concepts that form the 
basis of Atlanta/EDM. 
The concept behind Atlanta/ EDM is simplicity in the user interface. The interface resembles the 
Windows 95 explorer and looks familiar to users . This has proved to be a good choice and works. 

7.5 Efficiency 

Finally. also one aspect of the efficiency of Atlanta/EDM was evaluated, namely time behavior. 
This part of efficiency is concerned with response and processing times and throughput rates. 
Resource management is not a part of time behavior. The metric 'acceptable client number ' was 
used to evaluate this. 

The metric showed a calculated value that was lower than expected. The performance of 
Atlanta/EDM in a client server environment in not yet what it should be. At this point in the 
development only some focus has been put on efficiency. At a later stage of the development 
process, more focus will be on efficiency and optimizing strategies will be implemented. But a lso 
new functionality will be implemented which can have negative effects on efficiency. For 
example implementation of security. 
Efficiency has been one of the reasons for developing Atlanta/EDM. It has a client -server 
architecture , in contrast to the client- client architecture of Cyco's flagship product 
AutoManager WorkFlow. Efficiency will have to be a focus point in the development of 
Atlanta/EDM to make use of the advantages of a client - server architecture. 

Cons idering all the aspects of the quality of Atlanta/EDM together, Cyco is on the right track. 
The first pi lot has proved very useful in evaluating how far Cyco is in the development process 
and whether the software will comply with user needs and wants. The concepts and technology 
on which Atlanta/EDM is being built are good. Furthermore, the direction in which development 
is go ing is improving the shortcomings of the pilot version. 

7.6 Success of the research model 

Has use of the model improved quality evaluation at Cyco? To be sure about this, the project 
should be done again, but now without using the model. Even without doing this, a number of 
improvements due to using the model could clearly be seen. 

Quality research and testing has always been a part of the philosophy of Cyco. For each project a 
number of quality characteristics are evaluated. 
The research model walks through all aspects of quality, identifying the most important. In this 
way the focus points of Cyco concerning important quality aspects, have been checked. 
Fu11hermore, the model delivers a framework for quality evaluation. The different research 
projects on qua lity evaluation done by Cyco can be connected and brought together to offer a 
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complete picture. This reduces overlapping of research, redundant research and contradicting 
results of different projects. 

7. 7 Evaluation of the research model 

The following steps are taken in the research model used in this project: 

First the business environment is investigated. From this business environment a number of 
characteristics are extracted. With the aid of the characteristics the important quality 
characteristics are chosen . 
Then the metrics are chosen and the following problem occurs: 
Is the metric really measuring the quality characteristic? A thorough investigation into the exact 
meaning of the qua I ity characteristic is needed to find suitable metrics . 
The quality characteristics are chosen because they 'feel' important for the bus iness environment. 
There are relationships between business characteristics and quality characteri stics but there is no 
exact one to one mapping. For this reason you can never be completely sure that all the right 
quality characteristics are chosen. Furthermore, you take a certain risk when giving less attention 
to certain quality characteristics. The risk you want to take is different in each situati on and 
dependent on the parties involved. 
To give a lot of attention to the exact meaning of the chosen quality characteri stics seems to be a 
contradiction. 

Transforming the business characteristics through a number oftransfonnations down to metrics is 
done with the aid of ISO 9126. This process and the use of an internationally accepted standard 
are needed to achieve a common ground for measuring software quality . Exact defin iti on of 
quality characteristics is essential. This makes them understandable and interpreted in the same 
way by the different people involved . And because of this, results and methods can al so be used 
in other projects. But as explained above, this method entails some drawbacks. 

ISO 9126 
ISO 9126 is one of the methods used for defining quality characteristics. More methods us ing a 
number of characteristics to define software quality exist but the used characteri stics al I cover the 
important parts of software quality. 
ISO 9126 offers a clear and relatively simple framework for measuring software quality . The 
main parts of software quality are covered by the main quality characteristics and subdi v ision is 
attained by the use of a number of sub-characteristics, hereby offering a good level of detail. ISO 
9126 also offers definitions of all quality characteristics and a number of metrics associated with 
each sub-characteristic. 

However, in this research project a number of drawbacks of ISO 9126 have al so become clear: 
• Sub-characteristics are closely related to main characteristics . Because the sub-characteri stics 

make up the main characteristic, if a main characteristic is important, logically all sub
characteristics also have some importance. This makes it more difficult to differentiate 
between sub-characteristics. 

• A number of sub-characteristics are interrelated and, even when using the exact de finition s, it 
is sometimes hard to distinguish between them. 

• ISO 9126 has been set up for evaluating all kinds of software. This generality is use ful in 
terms of flexibility and compliance. However, examples or further guide lines o n ta ilo ring 
might have helped. 
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• This generality also causes some problems when searching the right evaluation levels for 
characteristics. To fit all kinds of software, the difference between -(lowest) and A (highest) 
is extreme and in most evaluation projects not needed. The effect is leveling out of evaluation 
levels of different characteristics. This effect is opposite to the needed effect. 

• Functionality and for a part usability are always very important. These two main 
characteristics are the essential basis of software quality . Also in this research project they 
were seen as very important. One could argue that evaluation of their importance is not 
needed for they should be part of any good software quality evaluation program. 

• Most sub-characteristics are very difficult to evaluate in a reasonably objective and validated 
manner. This lack of validated metrics is recognized as a big problem is software quality 
evaluation and is a focus point of many researchers. 

• The metrics that are most widely used are applied to source code. More and more research 
results show only small correlation between measurements on the source code and software 
quality from a user 

• perspective. 
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8 Recommendations 

8.1 

The assign111ent existed of investigating quality to 111ake two kinds of reco111111endat ions . 
Reco111mendations or operational quality improvement and recommendations for strategic quality 
improvement. The operational improvements can be imple111ented straightaway and improve the 
quality of Atlanta/EDM before the first release. Paragraph one discusses those . Strategic 
improvements have a more general character and can be used as reco111mendati o 11 s for late r 
versions of Atlanta/EDM. 
Only o ne pilot was used as input for this project. This basis is too small to offer va lidated and 
grounded input for recommendations for strategic quality improvements. For thi s reason general 
and not strategic recommendations will be given in the second paragraph . 

Operational quality improvement 
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A number of recommendations for operational quality improvements have already been 
implemented . This has been a team effort of the complete ' pilot team '. The pilot team comprises 
a ll persons managing the pilot, customizing Atlanta/EDM for the pilot, giving suppo rt during the 
pilot, training users at the pilot site and measuring the quality of Atlanta/EDM at the pilot s ite . 
After implementation (figure 8.1) measurement of the metrics started. 

-► Implement --~► Measure __ _ J Analyse ;--► 
- ~ I ~I _ _ ~ 

Change 

_ _ _ ___ _; 

i 
1 ----- ► 
I 

I 

-------- - - - - - ---- - - - -- - - ~ 

Figure 8. I: Taken steps in operational quality improvements 

Faults: 

Test ► New version 

All faults and their nature were collected. Each fault was analyzed straight away. Faults that 
needed only minor adjustments in Atlanta/EDM were fixed at once and implemented at the pilot 
site. Faults that needed a larger change in the software were fixed but not implemented yet. 

Change requests: 
Also all change requests and their nature were collected. Change requests, by nature, take 111ore 
than minor adjustments. From all collected change requests the most essential ones falling w ithin 
the scope of the pilot have been implemented . These are listed below: 

• When you delete a file or a folder, the delete box doesn't say which file or fo lde r it is. 
• The default view of the viewer when clicking on it is zoomed in . It is eas ier if the default 

view is the complete page view. 
• The secretary can select 3 sorts of correspondence documents on the property sheet. She 

wants more choices (memo, general note). An Access list box would so lve thi s . 

• X-reffed drawings give sometimes problems. Fault in caching 

• Un install program de-installs problem reporter and database 
• Drawings are sometimes write protected when saving them in AutoCAD 
• When the Cache is emptied, the last save of any document in draft mode on that machine is 

lost 
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• AutoCAD link is not working. 

• Some deleted documents still appear in the SIB (special architectural code) li stings, and 
cannot be deleted. 

When the change is not minor, implications of the change can occasionally be hard to pred ict. For 
this reason the new pilot version needs to be tested thoroughly (figure 8.1) before it can be 
integrated at the pilot site. A new version was made in which also the maj or faults were corrected 
and tested by the quality control department. This version was implemented seven weeks after the 
fist version. 

Functional use coverage: 
The ana lys is in paragraph 6.2.2 has shown that three functions were not used at all: 

• Impo11 document content 
Thi s is a special function that is only used in a few occasions. Cyco believes those occas ions 
will occur, and the function will fulfill its usefulness. Measuring the function a l use coverage 
at other pi lots in the future will be very useful. If this function is not used in any pi lot, Cyco 
should consider removing this function from Atlanta/EDM. Atlanta/EDM is aiming for an 
easy and simple interface, redundant functions don ' t suit this goal. 

• Open vault at baseline 
This function is believed to be very useful when Atlanta/EDM has been used fo r a long 
period of time and much information is stored in it. Users can go back to a ce11ain baseline in 
time to view the state of the database as it was at that point. This can for example be done 
when a dispute with a client exists about the contents of certain documents that were send to 
the c lient. Going back to that baseline shows the exact contents of the documents at that point 
in time. 
Perhaps the time the pilot has run has been to short for this functi on to be useful. Measuring 
the functional use coverage at a later point in the pilot should be done to check whether this is 
true. 

• Find function in the ' more criteria' tab 
Cyco believes this function is not very user friendl y and a new layout fo r this function is 
being redesi gned at this moment. 

SUMI: 
The results of SUMI should be extended. In this way a more valid analysis of the operability can 
be made . The current results show that control has scored the least number of points and needs 
attention . To tackle this and other problem a power client is made. When th e power client is 
implemented in Atlanta/EDM, the SUMI questionnaire should be conducted to see whether the 
operability has improved. 
Also the responsiveness needs improvement. This is one of the focus po ints of the Atlanta team. 
The probl em is well known and much effort is put into improving it. 

8.2 General recommendations 

The pil ots are used to see how Atlanta/EDM is used in real life situations and how users react on 
the so~ware. Also, the working methods in pilot sites are analyzed to see how At lanta/EDM 
should be composed. What functions should be offered to fit the working method s of companies 
as closely as possi ble. 
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Reco mmendations 

Atlanta/EDM is the successor of AMWorkFlow but offers far more EDM functionality than 
AMWorkFlow. Atlanta/EDM is aiming for a larger market segment. Experience with working 
methods and needed EDM functionality in this market segment has to be build up. The pil ots are 
used to take the first steps in that direction . Following recommendations can aid in this process . 

Functionality: 
At this moment still decisions have to be made concerning the functions that will be available in 
the final version and the functions that will be implemented in a second release. A l I functions 
already implemented in Atlanta/EDM should certainly available in the final version. The EDM 
tasks they support can all be found in the pilot site and will be useful. 

Cyco wants to posi tion At lanta/EDM as a software product that is easy to use and easy to 
implement and o nly needs a short deployment time. Much money spend by custo mers is on 
customization of the software to fit its particular business environment. The time a VAR needs to 
modification sho uld be minimized . The too ls to achieve this st ill have to be made but are essen tial 
to achieve the pos itioning targets Cyco has formulated. 

Cyco should consider carefully what functionality should be added for the final vers ion. Th is 
functi ona lity should be tested at other pilot sites. Input from users is important but should be 
evaluated with care. Each pilot site is different and has different needs. The basic functionality is 
good. Therefore, needed functionality in pilot s ites should not change the directi on of 
development. O nly optimize it by small changes and adjustments. 

Maintainability: 
Mainta inability has proved to be hard to measure in the pilot. Luckily the software was changed 
for the pilot site . Changes and the effort put into them could eas ily be recorded . In this way an 
indication of ma inta inability could be given. However, for future pilots this will be a probl em. 
Cyco hasn ' t the time and man-hours to adjust Atlanta/EDM two times fo r o ne pilot. This w ill 
only happen in exceptional cases. 
This doesn't meaii that maintainability should not be evaluated. Taking in mind positioning iss ues 
of Atl anta/ EDM, it is very important to keep track of changeability. Although the used metric 
cloesn ' t offer a clear picture of proportion of change effort between the three leve ls (Cyco, VAR, 
user), it is a way to quantify changeability. Because of that, it can be used to track improvement 
of changeability over pilots and time. 

Reliability: 
The deve lopment of Atlanta/EDM is clone with milestones . For each milestone new functionality 
is impl emented after which the software is thoroughly tested. Hereafter a working vers ion is 
made. This is different from ' normal ' software development. Normally, functionality is 
developed and made up to a alpha version. Then the software is tested and improved until the 
final ve rsion. Cons idering the maturity of Atlanta/EDM at this moment, this method seems to 
work. 
This method also has some other advantages. Faults in the software are fo und earlier in the des ign 
process . They are easier to remove and will not form the basi s of other faults made later on in the 
design phase. This saves money and time. 

Usability: 
The usability was good for a pilot version with only limited functionality and therefore a 
re lative ly s imple user interface. A number of functional parts still have to be impl emented in 
Atlanta/EDM. These parts will enhance functionality but also make the user interface more 
compl ex. Cyco should put much effort in g iving this functionality a s imple look. A ba lance has to 
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Recommendations 

be found between many functions and a complete product and a simple, easy and understandable 
user interface . If this balance is found, Atlanta/EDM will offer the perfect mix for users 

Efficiency: 
When design issues concerning new functionality are discussed, the effect on the performance 
should be taken along in the deliberation. The focus has to be on the server side of Atlanta/ EDM. 
This is the bottleneck. Standardized scripts could be made that automatically measure a number 
of performance variables. Some work has been done in this direction. Th is should be extended to 
offer a complete view of all aspects of the performance of Atlanta/EDM. For each build the 
performance should be measured. In this way the builds can be benchmarked and new 
functionality can easily be checked on performance issues. Information abo ut the number of 
clients. the size of the database and other performance related issues of the pilot s ites could be 
used to simulate real life as closely as possible. 

General: 
Cyco is moving from a document storage program (AMWorkFlow) with some EDM functionality 
to Atlanta/EDM. A program offering extensive EDM functionality and some PDM functionality . 
Cyco should be clear how to position Atlanta/EDM; PDM software, EDM software or low encl 
PDM software . The benefits when using Atlanta/EDM will certainly be there but the customer 
needs to be convinced of that. If the customer is not exactly sure what Atlanta/EDM embraces, 
problems could be encountered . 
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Appendix 1: Arena model and explanation 

Van Eeckho ut and others suggest in [Eeckho ut a.o ., 1997] to take the fol low ing steps when 
ma king an A re na mode l: 
I . state purpose of research 
2. bl ack box description 
3. conceptua l mode l 
4. process-mode l 
5. computer-mode l 
6 . q ua li fy compute r-mode l 

Step 5 is expla ined hereafte r in more deta il : 
T he computer-mode l is the mode l made in Arena. Wi thin Arena a large numbe r of standard 
o bj ects can be used, call ed modules. Connecting and combining those modul es, the mode l can be 
made (fi gure I ). 

Variables 
rurrrer of clients 1N1■11 

II 

• Menu Variables Simulate I Stati ~i cs 

Arrive ► 
Arri -e 1 

aartal dier1s load test 
tussa, calls 
cpu_lijll 400 

·1. 
:' ~lay ► • AdvServer ► 
: EXPO( tussen_calls ) M&1er 1 

Figure I: 7he Arena model 

Expla nation: 

Anim~te] 
Ml.6er1er 1 R Q 

NuTber inQoo..e 

A number of 'ent iti es' arri ve in the Arri ve I module . The number of entities refe rs to the number 
of c li ents . They can be adjusted by chang ing the varia ble ' aanta l_ c lients '. T he ent ity itse lf refers 
to a ca ll of a c lient. 

T he entities are g iven a user time (fi gure 5.7, paragraph 5 .1.5) in the delay modul e. It has an 
exponent ia l distributio n w ith a mean that can be changed and is ca lled ' tussen_ ca ll s'. T he 
expo nentia l d istri butio n is used because entities w ith this distribution have no history: at any 
certa in po int in t ime the chance of leav in g the delay module is as bi g as in any other mo me nt in 
t ime. For this reason this di stribution a lmost always used to simulate arrival processes. 

T he respo nse time of the server is simulated w ith an Advanced Server module. Entities a rri v ing 
here w ill be processed w ith a serv ice time that also fo llows an expo nential di stributio n. T he 
mean of this di stribution is variabl e and ca lled 'cpu_tijd '. When the se rve r is busy the entit ies 
wait in a FIFO queue until they are processed. After being processed th ey go back to the de lay 
module where the complete cycle staiis aga in . 
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The Simu late module determines the number of run s that are held and also their length. Wi th thi s 
module the system is also initiated for a certain time. This is needed to spread the e ntiti es evenly 
over the system before measurements start. 

The statistics module is used to col lect certain statistics concerning the model. 

Two counters are present which show statistics wh ile runs are in progress . 

A variables mod ule defines all the variables . These can easi ly be changed when the mode l is 
started. 

T he menu module displays the start up screen at the beginning of each run (figure 2). A ll 
variables can be eas ily changed in here . 

MArenH - [loHd test s1mpel model doe - Command] l!ll!IEI 

Fo1 Help, press Fl 

ogi::am file : D: \PROGRAM FILES\AREr.JA3\ LOAD TE ST SIHPE L MODEL . P 
t 1• r:e:plicat.ion l of 14 

gegevo::n :;iinvoei:: 

1. t 1Jd t.u::isen cal l s van e en use r 
2 . CPU t.l. J d van een call 
3 . a&nc.al c lient s 
4 . Stat: t ./Continue Si rilUlati on 
~ . . End Sim.ulat1on 

Enter: Se l ection (1- 5) :I 

: 1 i 14 0.0000 

!ell Start ! e ~ @".l ~ EE ., , (:;\! .lll __ IW 5.J ■ ~ :iy 

Figure 2: Start up screen Arena 

w,'MicrosoftWord-,.J ■- EuroglotOverzi. . j~l~--d A- ,-e-ne- -- (l_o_fid ____ _ 
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Appendix 2: Scale types 

In general , measures often map attributes to real numbers, but manipulations on the real numbers 
(adding, average, statistical analysis) are constrained by the scale type. Only those calcu lation s 
that are permissible for the given scale, reflecting the type of attribute and mapping that generated 
data, can be performed . 

Nominal 

Ordinal 

Interval 

Ratio 

Absolute 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

The empirical relation system consists only of different classes; 
there is no notion of ordering among the c lasses. 
Any distinct numbering or symbolic representation of the 
classes is an acceptab le measure, but there is no noti on of 
magnitude associated with the numbers or symbols. 

The empirica l relation system consists of classes that are 
ordered with respect to the attribute. 
Any mapping that preserves the ordering (that is, any 
monotonic function) is acceptab le . 
The number represents ranking only, so any arithmetic 
operations have no meaning. 

An interval scale preserves order, as with an ordinal scale . 
An interval scale preserves differences but not ratios. That is , 
the difference between any two of the ordered classes in the 
range of the mapping is known, but computing the ratio of two 
c lasses in the range does not make sense. 
Addition and subtraction are acceptable on the interval sca le, 
but not multi lication and division. 

It is a measurement mapping that preserves ordering, the s ize of 
intervals between entities, and ratios between entities. 
There is a zero e lement, representing total lack of the attribute . 
The measurement mapping must start at zero and increase at 
equal intervals, known as units . 
All arithmetic can be meaningfully applied to the classes in the 
ran e of the ma 
Simply counting the number of elements in an entity set makes 
the measurement for an absolute scale. 

• The attribute a lways takes the form "number of occurrences of 
x in the entity" . 

• There is on ly one possible measurement mapping namely the 
actual count. 

• A ll arithmetic analysis of the resultin count is meanin ful. 

1-1 mapp111g 
from M to M ' 

Monoto nic 
. . 
1ncreas1ng 
function from 
Mto M ' 
(M(x):2: M(y) 
imp li es 
M'(x):2: M ' (y)) 
M' = aM + b 
(a>O) 

M ' = aM (a>O) 

M' = M 
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Appendix 3: Theoretical model for simulating a client server 
environment 

The model which is shown in figure 1 is used as basis for the theoretical model. K clients are 
connected to a server. The clients each make calls to the server. The interval times between those 
calls depend on the response time of the server together with a user time (figure 5. 7, paragraph 
5. 1.5) in the client. The user time is in the form of a statistical distribution (U). A client begins 
with a new user time only when the call has come back from the server. The system wi II therefor 
never ' flood'. The server time is also in the form of a distribution (S). The server handles the 
calls. When the server is busy, the client calls wait in a queue until being helped. U and Scan 
have any distribution . 
The time that is calculated is the response time of the system (T), which is the Serv ice time (S) 
added to the time in the queue: 

average(T) = K * average(S) - average (U) 
1-pO 

pO = chance of server being idle 

K clients 

Figure I: The theoretical model 

Server 

With the aid of the formula the following graph can be drawn (figure 2). 
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average(T) 

r average(S) 

K 
K* 

l·-igure 2: Client server behavior 

r = average(U)/average(S) 

We see two asymptotes that determine the shape of the graph. The graph starts at the asymptote 
of the average(S) at the point where only one client is available. At this point there will be no 
queue and the response time will be the same as the service time. After point K *, the graph comes 
closer and closer to the second asymptote. Therefore, response times become linearly longer with 
a ri s ing number of clients after po int K *. This point is also called the saturati on - or Kleinrock 
point. 

A number of issues are not taken into account in this model , namely : 
• The time it takes to go from a client to the server (network time). 
• Saturation of the network when K is large due to the bandwidth limitations of the network. 
• C lients don ' t make 'constant ' calls. 
• The server doesn't have a 'constant ' service time. 
• Not a ll calls are handled separate ly by the server. The server uses a number of ' threats' that 

handle calls simultaneously. 
• More processes can be working on the clients the network or the server, which s lows 

everythin g down. 
• Users wait for the execution of a function. This function can consist of several ca ll s. 

These issues are taken into account in the calculations that have been conducted to ca lcul ate 
sca lability. See for more detail paragraph 6.6. 
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Appendix 4: Guideline questions used in business interviews 

Company profile 

Company name: Contact person 1: 
City: Function: 
Address: Tel : 

Contact person 2: 
Tel: Function: 
E-mail : Tel: 

Pro tit/non-protit: 

Functional area : 

Type of C ustomers : 

Official standards: 

Number of employees: 

relative size company 

product-complexity 

COOP 

loca ti on in supplier-chain 

production volume 

Proportion engineerin g resources and manufacturing resources : 

Situation 
• Which problems does the engineering department cope with . 
• Give if possible the priority of the number l problem in relation to the problems for the whole 

company. 
• If data management is not the priority I problem do they think data management will also 

solve higher priority problem(s) or least help to solve this/these higher priority problem(s) 
• Why do they choose a data management system. 
• Why do they choose this data management system (Atlanta). 
• What does company X want to achieve with it. 

Business Process (in which Atlanta is implemented) 

Management objectives 
• What are the important objectives to the organization at the introduction of the software 

product. 
-organizational change 
-improving processes (process control) 
-improving efficiency 
-innovation 
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-improv ing interna l communication 
-better info rmat ion supply to externa l organization 
-cont inui ty or assurance of the in formation supply (secure fo r the future) 
-reduc ing ma intenance and control efforts 
-other. . 

Importance 
• Do legal prov is ions or certain standards apply to the business process, and therefore to 

At lanta. 
• To whi ch extend is confidential informati on used w ithin the business process. 
• Do demand s of customers exi st due to laws/ rul es th at they have to comply to . 

Risks 
• What a re (poss ibl e) economic consequences fo r customers when th e bus iness process 

fun cti ons inadequate ly. 

Complexity 
• Is automated data exchange with other organizations o r bus iness processes required. 

• How many types of data (log ical data co llections, entity types) are used w ithin the bus iness 
process. 

• How can the complexity of the bus iness be described (are there strong/weak data relati ons) . 

Con trot-complete engineering department 
• What exactly is the bus iness process (or part) which must be supported by At lanta. 

• What is its fit in the broader scope, how does it fit in the organization. 

• Whi ch di sc iplines are involved in design of products. 
• What is th e number of people working in eng ineering. 
• How are people distributed over the different tasks. 

• O rganization structure: project teams or not. 
• O n how many projects do they work on the same time . 
• What is the du ration of a (average) project. 
• C hange of teams? Often, never .. . (access to documents) 
• How ma ny CA D files and paper drawings are produced fo r a compl ete product/project. 

• What are the most important performance indicators fo r projects. - project time, costs etc. 

Control-pilot project team 
• Describe the pilot project. 
• What is the place of the pilot project in v iew of the complete eng ineering de pa11men t. 
• Why did you choose thi s project. 
• How long w ill it take . 
• What time w ill it take compared to ' normal' proj ects. 
• What part of it you think w ill be done on Atlanta. 
• How hard/complex is it compared to ' norma l' proj ects. 
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Dynamics 
• Do worki ng proced ures exist. If yes, are they followed. 
• Do fo rma l processes (rules) exist with compliance to vers ioning, draft vers ions, adding to 

catalogue / database. 
• (For more detailed questions about Query and access contro l, see software-fu nctionality) 
• How frequently do the external events trigger the execution of the business process. 

Stability 
• To what extend does the environment, in which the business process takes place, change. 
• To what extend are the requirements set to the business process predictable in the near future. 

3 years 
• Is the business process, activities as well as data, regularly subj ect to changes, e.g. as a result 

of externa l changes . 
• Is the organizat ional structure in which the business process is carried out frequently subject 

to changes. 
• Does the market grow / change. 
• Are there other influences on the dynamics of the engineering department. 

Uniqueness 
• Are s imilar business processes also carried out within other organizat iona l uni ts . 
• Are there plans / thoughts about unify ing similar business processes. 

Software product 

Importance 
• What percentage of support of the business process do you think will be covered by the 

software product. 
• Are software a lternatives available for the continuance of the business process (automated, 

manual). 

Classification 
• What tasks will be undertaken that can/must be supported by At lanta. 
• What are the five most important function s the software prod uct should have. 

Usage 
• What a re the average hours a day that the average user uses the software product. 

Technical environment 
• Which other software packages w ill be used for this project. 
• Does a standard paits catalogue for design exist. 
• Do they use the BOM in A utoCAD / Mechanical desktop, if yes, how. 
• Do they want to use the systems on one place, or geographically spread. 
• How, network or Internet. 
• Are any changes in the infrastructure expected in the near future . 
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Functionality 
Versioning 
• Do they use issuing (internal version) in one way or the other and why . 
• At what leve l in the organization the deci sion is made whether a product (document) is a new 

version. 
• Why is a document changed to a new version, what is the the tri gger. 
• What is the re lati on between data vers ion and proj ect version. 
• In what way do th ey vers ion. (numbering .. . ) 
• Do they store o ld vers ions, if yes, which. 
• What happens when they send a vers ion to a customer/sub-contractor/des ign 

checker/fin anc ier. 

Query and access control 
• Have certa in people access at a certain time. 
• Which . 
• How stri ct is that. 
• Does that work to sati sfaction and is it easy in use. 

Document storage + attributes 
• Which documents/data can/w ill/would be easy to store in Atlanta. 

• W hi ch attr ibutes. 

• In w hat fo rm . 

Users 

Characteristics 
• What types of user groups are recognized . 
• How many users are there in the recognized user groups. 
• What is the average age of the recognized user groups. 
• Do people in the eng ineering departments think in items and the ir re lations or do they thin k in 

documents ( Item orie nted versus document orient) . 

Pilot team 
• How many peopl e w ill work on Atlanta. 
• What are the ir di ffe rent tasks. 
• What are the ir capabilities . 

Experience 
• What is the average education level of the recognized user groups. 
• What is the average experience of the recognized user groups w ith regard to the execut ion of 

the busi ness process . 
• W hat is the average experience of the recognized user groups regard ing funct iona ll y 

comparabl e software products. 
• What is the average experience of the recognized user groups regardi ng software prod ucts 

w ith s imil ar interface/ operating system. 
• What is the average experience of the recognized user groups regardi ng software products in 

general. 

Land / Culture 
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What is the importance of the software/ manual be ing written in own language. 
Do you know of differences between working procedure, culture, per()pective, looking at things 
that differ between The Netherlands and country x (relative to the pilot project) . 
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Appendix 5: Reports pilot sites 

Pilot site 1: Company X 

Company profile 

Company name: company X 
C ity: 
Address: 

fax: 

Profi t/non-profit: profit 

Functional area : arch i tee ture 

Contact pe rson I : 
Function: 
Tel: 
e-mail: 
Contact person 2: 
Function: 
Tel: 
e-mail : 

Type of Customers: industria l, governmental , domestic 

Of'li cial standards rso 9000 

Number of employees: 165 

relative size company medium 

product-complexity complex 

CODP engineer to order 

location in supplier-chain ( sub )-contractor 
production volume single products 

Proport ion engineering resources and manufacturing resources: 100 - 0 

I 00-0 

Company X is an o ld architectural firm. Its business consists of the design, architectural and 
technical, of large ly big projects. Its customers are mostly banks, in surance compani es, 
contractors, PFI (public funding) and the government. Company Xis situated in 5 diffe rent 
offices all over Eng land . The pilot is executed in the ir main office in Huppy land . The Huppy land 
office is divided in 2 departments, the architectural department, where the pilot is be ing he ld , a nd 
the building survey department. In total 165 people a re working in Huppyland, 145 of w hi ch in 
the architectura l department. Except of a few people working in the support staff~ a ll people work 
in o ne of th e two depatiments. 
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Partner: 

1------- , 
: ProJect manager : 

Project manager· 

~--- --- ...! 

1- ------ , 
I I 
I I 

~------...! 

Figure I : Project organization chart 

ArchitecV 
architectural 
technician. 

Architect/ 
architectural 
technician : 

Architect/ 
architectural 
technicia n 

Arch itect/ 
arch itectural 
technician 

secretary 

[:] 

The building survey department makes less use of AutoCAD and the throughput time of projects 
is much sho1ier. 

The architectural department works in projects groups (figure I), consisting of a partner of the 
firm, a project manager and several architects/architectural technicians. Juniors , who are learning 
the trade and a secretary, aid them . In Company X, 13 partners are working together, with a 
maximum span of control of 13 people. 

Situation 
Over the last IO years the design process has changed dramatically. Communicati on between 
Company X and customer and other parties involved has grown immensely. Changes are made 
until the last day ofa project and more and more detail is demanded . This has led to an 
exponential grow of data which has to be stored and controlled . For one project, about 5 drawers 
are needed for storage. And in one moment of time, the engineering department can be working 
on 120 projects. Storage is now done at the other end of town. For legal reasons , a ll documents 
have to be stored for 12 years. 

They've chosen Atlanta because their reseller advised them to. There has been a good contact 
between them.for a long time, and they trust each other. 

The pilot is seen as a test to see if Atlanta is the right product for Company X. That's why the 
project is a good reflection of normal working procedures. The pilot is mainly supported by the 
IT-manager. He has the power to change things but the problem is changing the organization. He 
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wants to use the pilot as a 'wedge' to create awareness and support.for document data 
management. 

Pilot project 
The architectural and technica l des ign of a mall is used as pilot project. The proj ect team has 
designed 4 other malls for the same customer. The team consists of a partner, a project man ager 
a nd 5 architects/architectural technicians. At the stati of the pilot, probab ly o nly 4 
a rchitects/architectural technicians will be working on it. 
T he lead-time of the project will be about 42 weeks, earning 8 mi Ilion pounds. The project has 
t t d t I b f M s a r e a t1e eg11111111g o ay. 

Pilot Normal Comments 
Complexity Larf;e LarRe 
Lead lime 42 weeks 30 weeks 
Number of users 4-5 

Process 
Every three weeks the team has a meeting to divide tasks. Due to overlapping of tasks , tea m 
members meet and discuss on a daily basis. This is why they work together in a workgroup, 
which is put together in a certain pati of the office. Every day new correspondence arrives and is 
rev iewed by the proj ect manager and divided over the team members . Thi s has to be done o n a 
daily bas is due to chan ges that have to be made directly . 
The way Company X wants to use Atlanta: 
I document arrives at office 
2 document is scanned 
3 project manager views documents, gives status and who has to look at it 
4 document find s its way, person is notified 
5 actio n is performed on document 
6 status is changed 
7 hi story is kept to be able to check in later stadium 
8 when a document is send outside the company, a copy is filed and a copy is send to the partn er 
for review. A transmitta l sheet accompanies the outside going copy. A copy of the transmitta l 
sheet is stored to co mply to quality norms. 

C hecking of drawings is done by persons higher in the organization. Senior architects check 
drawings of 
junior a rchitects . Project leaders and partners can check their own drawings. 

Users 
The users can be divided in three groups: 

Ad mini strator: Knows a lot about network and windows NT/95 

' power' users: a number of architects, secretary: They make a lot of use of AutoCAD and 
Windows, especially the explorer 

' incidental' users: partner and a number of architects: They've not much knowledge of computers, 
and barely know how to use the explorer. 
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Data Storage 
A number of different data types are used : 

AutoCAD drawings 
Stored in directories on the hard di sk, sorted out first by yea r of project start, then by prq ject 
number, then by drawin g number and finall y by vers ion number. The latest approved ve rs ion is 
a lso kept in plotted fo rm (hard copy). 

Correspondence: 
Inco min g correspondence is noted on an incoming issue sheet. Entri es are checked in on date. 
A lso a description of the document and in what form it is rece ived is noted. After t hi s th e 
documents are stored in filing cabinets sorted out on subject. 

O utgo ing correspondence is noted on a transmittal issue sheet. Date, form and description are 
noted, the reason for sending is also noted. 

A transmitta l sheet on which date, issue and the contents of the correspondence is noted is send 
a long with the correspondence. 

Fo r offic ia l not ifi cat ion of the customer a contract issue is used. 

Versioning 
The ve rsion of a draw ing is changed when changes have been made to a drawi ng. For exampl e 
I 0234c is changed to 10234d. When this is done the changes are written on the draw ing, normally 
in the form of a few sentences (more comments are written clown compared to a mechanical 
environment). T here can exist as much as 30 vers ions of a drawing. The latest ve rs ion is a lways 
kept in a pl otted fo rm in a drawer. 
A drawing can a lso have a status, record of this is kept on a fo r issue paper. The vers ion number 
is NOT changed when the status is changed, only when the drawin g itself changes. For exa mpl e, 
when a version 4 of a drawing is send to a customer and the status of the drawing is 'for 
approva l', the status is changed to 'approved' when it is send back. The version will only be 
changed when changes have to be made to the drawing. In th at case, the changed drawing will be 
marked as version 5. 
Thi s is true fo r the pilot team and most other project teams, bu t not a ll. So me teams do change the 
vers ion whe1rthe statu s changes but no changes to the drawing are being made. 

Access 
Norma lly a ll members of a team and all members of other teams have access to a ll documents 
except data that only the pai1ners use. This data is at this moment not yet stored on a computer 
but is kept in paper fo rm . Access from the ' outside world ' to company data is strictl y forb idden. 
Due to the va lue of the stored information , ce11ain people can only do deleting of info rmati on in 
the pi lot. 
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Changes market 
Company X thinks the market w ill become more complex, therefore in the future even more data 
w ill be created fo r one proj ect. 

T he last 15 years, Company X has stayed the same s ize . F luctuations in the market have been 
leve lled by proj ect w ith long lead times. Furthermore occur at different times at di ffe rent places 
in the country . People can be moved to other parts of the country whe n a dip occu rs. Perhaps in 
the future they can work on a remote place on a project. 

T he use of the di ffe rent offi ces in the country is shifting. Most offi ces are more and more be in g 
used as fro nt offi ces, where no real work is being done . This enhances the data fl ow between the 
offices. Electronic data tran sport could perhaps sol ve this probl em in the futu re. 

After the government market dried out, they switched to banks and in surance compani es. T his 
market is a lso dry ing out and they ' re looking for new customers. The last 2 years, they sta rted up 
a marketing department. In the future , projects may become smaller when they shi ft to another 
market. Hi storica l data will then be important due to similarity in proj ects . 

Remarks 
Xrefs are be in g used in AutoCAD 
At thi s moment the proj ect is in tender stage, the 29th of June the proj ect will continue . 
Company X wants to scan all project-related information for the pil ot, even info rmation that 
o ri g inates before the begi nning of the pilot. Suggestions.for easy import in Atlcmta ) 
T he company is very supportive throughout all levels. 
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Pilot Site 2: Company Y Engineering 

Company Profile 

Company na me: Company Y Contact person 1: 
C ity: Function: 

Address: Tel: 
e-ma il : Company Y@} ijmond.net 

fax Contact person 2: 
Function: 
Te l: 
e-mai l: 

Pro/it/non-pro/it: profit 

r-unctional area : eng111eenng 

Type or Customers: industrial, governmenta l 

O /'li cial standards: ISO 9000, FDA norms (foods and drugs association) 

Number or employees: 70 

relat ive size company medium 

product-comp lexity comp lex 

COOP engi neer to order 

location in supp lier-chain sub-contractor, contractor 
production volume unknown 

1.i roportion engineering resources and manufacturing resources: 100 - 0 

The pi lot wi ll be held in Company Y Engineering BY, led by M.L.J. van Kooten. Company Y 
engi neering is pa11 of the Company Y holding BY (figure I) 

Company Y 
engineering BV 

Company Y holding 
BV 

projects BV Y'BV 

Figure I. Company )' organi=ational chart 

Y staffing BV Y" BV 
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T he eng ineering BY is a merger of two companies. These were both mono di sci pl inary 
eng ineering companies, one concentrating on electrica l eng ineering, the other on mechanica l 
eng ineering . Due to the ri sing demand from the market for mul t i di sc iplinary eng ineerin g 
compani es, they j o int fo rces three years ago. Activities of the eng ineering BY include 
consultancy, eng in eering and programming (PLC ' s) . It offers ' pl ain ' eng ineering in proj ects or 
takes care of the complete proj ect on turnkey basis. The eng in eering BY is split up in a number of 
functi onal groups (fi gure 2) . 

Architecture and 
HVAC 

Piping and 
equipment build ing 

Engineering 
Manager 

Mechanical and 
process 

Machine building 
steal and general 

mechanics 

ngure 2: The.fi.111ctional groups within the engineering BV 

control technique 
electro and 

instrumentation EJ 
Each functiona l group exists of a group leader, a number of engineers, constructors or speci a li sts 
and so metimes a group coordinator (fi gure 3). The focu s of each fu nct iona l gro up is differe nt 
because the offici a l standards and rules and the knowledge needed is d iffe rent fo r each area they 
foc us on. 

Functional group 

t 

Group leader 

engineers/ 
constructors/ 

group coordinator 

/Cigure 3: Organization (J/a.fi111clio110/ group 

For an eng ineering proj ect no rma ll y more functiona l groups work together. T he group exists of at 
least one proj ect leader and a constructor. T he size of the group depends on the s ize of th e proj ect. 
T he working area is grouped in fun ctiona l areas and not in proj ect groups. T he pilot proj ect w ill 
therefor be spread over the eng ineering department. Contact w ith the custome r is ma inta ined by 
the proj ect leader who vis its them frequently. Company Y has a large number of di ffe rent 
customers but almost a ll s ituated are in the ir own region. 

The exact project and the functiona l areas invo lved in the pil ot proj ect are not known at thi s 
moment. The choice depends on the sort of proj ects that are initiated at the time of the start of the 
proj ect. 
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Situation 
At th e I 5th Octo ber, the company w ill be ISO cert ified . For ISO certificati on more proj ect 
info rmatio n needs to be recorded and also the statuses of documents. With the preparation fo r thi s 
certification, the company realized that a document management system could he lp organi ze 
docume nt fl ows and fo rmalize processes. 

Another BY w ithin the company, namely Y ' , is a systems admini strator and fa miliar w ith 
A MWo rkFlow. For thi s reason the cho ice fe ll on Atlanta/EDM . By joinin g the pil ot proj ect Y ' 
co uld get famili ar w ith Atlanta/EDM in an early stage of the deve lo pment. 

Another reason fo r the need of a document management system is the chang ing market. More and 
mo re, info rmati on is transported in dig ital form . In a short while, the use of e-ma il will be 
im plemented co mpany wide and Company Y is preparing to set up it ' s own web s ite. 

Management supports the pilot project and the peopl e have confidence in the proj ect be in g 
s u ccessfu I. 

Pilot project 
At thi s po int in time the decision which proj ect or proj ects w ill be taken fo r the pil ot has not been 
taken. 
T he proj ect w ill probably take 2 to 5 months and the pilot w ill cover the complete project from 
begin to end . 

Pilot Normal Comments 
Complexity high (probably) high 
l ead time ? Ranging Ji-om ]week to 

1 year 
Number a/users ? 2-8 

Software 
Fo ll owing software is used: 
• AutoC AD 13/ 14 
• Window s 95 
• Nove ll network 

• Microcadam 
• Matri x (construc ion ca lculations) 
• Autopla nt (extens ion on AutoCAD) 
• Nordine t (fac ilities) 
• 3 D software ( only fo r v isualization) 

Atlanta expectations 
T he ma in expectations fo r Atlanta/EDM in the pilot stage are easy document storage per proj ect. 
Also statuses and vers ions of documents have to be kept. Proj ect managers need to have a bette r 
ove rv iew of the documents and statuses in a proj ect. 

The ex istence of strict approval loops is al so fo und important. Management fee ls more faults can 
be removed w hen people are forced to do certa in things in a ce,ta in way. T hi s, of course, may not 
effect t he fl exibili ty of engineering. 
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Document have to be stored throughout the complete projects, all digital documents need to be 
archived. No docs will be specially scanned for storage in Atlanta/EDM 

Company Y is familiar with AMWorkFlow, they expect (the final version of) Atlanta/EDM to 
have the same and more functionality. 

When Atlanta/EDM satisfies their needs, it will be used in the complete eng ineerin g B V. 

FDA (food control commission) is very strict, needs very detailed information. T hi s str ictness 
mu st be reflected and supported in Atlanta/EDM . 

Process 
Company Y deals with a large diversity of projects, not all steps are taken in eve ry project but a 
typical project exists of the following steps (figure 4). 

scope 
determination 

► tender phase 

► offering phase 

► purchase 

conact with 
suppliers 

► basic engineering 

► inspection 

! 

Figure 4: Steps taken in a typical project 

► 

j 
I engineering 

detailed 

► expediting 

► specifications 
phase 

► traini ng ► delivering 

• When dete rmining the scope, the framework of the project is determined. Deci s ions are take n 
what to include and what not to include in the project. 

• In the offering phase, Company Y offers its services for engineering or fo r the compl ete 
project on turn key. Sometimes first the engineering part is done, after which in a seco nd 
offering phase Company Y also bids for the complete project. 

• In basic engineering the layout of the composition documents is made. At the sa me time the 
first contact with suppliers is initiated. Company Y gathers information about the standard 
products that will be used during detailed engineering. 

• Detail is added in detailed engineering. Layouts and other basic eng ineerin g documents have 
to be worked out. Electrotechnical detail engineering is mostly done in hou se and the 
mechanical contractor most times works out the basic mechanical enginee ring. 

• In the specification phase the approvals are given. 
• After spec ification, the project moves into tender. Most times, Company Y is the preferred 

engineering contractor to workout the project. 
• After the project has been granted, the machines and other equipment can be purchased. 
• The purchased parts must be inspected . These parts will be inspected durin g manufacturing or 

after deliverance, depending on their complexity. 
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• During and afte r chang ing or building, expediting is do ne to check whether everything is 
worked out according to pl an. 

• When everything is in sta ll ed fo r the customer, the maintenance people of the customer have 
to be trained to work with the new equipment. 

• After testing the equipment, it is officially 'delivered ' to the customer. 

Most customers are regular customers, they offer a constant fl ow of work. Company Y is in c lose 
co ntact w ith them a ll the time. The document flow from and to the customer is diverse, but most 
t imes hardcopi es or C D-RO Ms are used . 

Sometimes e-mail is used . T his is printed out and kept in proj ect maps, a lso a di g ital vers io n is 
stored . 
I 11 case of verba l co ntact with custo mer, most times a sma ll repo11 is be ing made 

Before every issue o utside the company, an internal check is conducted . A tran smitta l sheet 
accompanies outgo ing informati on. 

In ternally, every change is registered. The project leader keeps track of the document revi sions 
and document storage. For thi s, no fo rma l procedures exist (yet) bu t due to the implementati on of 
I SO 9000, standardization is needed. 

Users 
The users can be div ided into three groups: 

Admini strator: Expe11 in network and Windows NT/95 . 

' Power' users: They make a lot of use of AutoCAD and Windows, a ll people invo lved in the 
proj ect 

' Inc idental users ' : N ot present in thi s pil ot 

Data Storage 
T he number of draw ings per proj ect is 20 to 300. The number of other docs per proj ect is 20 to 
th ousands . Especi a lly when dealing with strict regulati ons, the number of produced documents 
per proj ect can be enormous. 

Documents a re stored in maps so11ed by project. All proj ect- re lated info rmatio n is handed over to 
the custome rs after fini shing a project. T he information is a lso sto red by Company Y (the 
info rmatio n has to be kept fo r fi ve years fo r legal reasons) but hardly ever used . 

A number of different data types are used: 
proj ect maps 
transmittal sheets 
faxes 
drawin gs 
memo's 
reports 
computer programs 
PLC specifi cati ons: Up to a hundred A3 ' s, each hav ing separate vers ions. T he fis t page is an 
overv iew matrix w ith a ll the sheets and the ir vers ions. 
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Versioning 
When send outside the company, each document gets a new revision number. With each version, 
change remarks are given . A normal project exists of two phases, namely the design phase and 
the execution phase. These two phases are divided by the project going into tender. In the first 
phase revisions follow an alphabetical numbering. In the second phase the numbering starts all 
over but know in a numerical form. 
The drawings used in the electrotechnical environment differ immensely from the drawings used 
in the mechanical environment. For maintenance purposes and clue to customer specific 
methodologies the electrotechnical part of engineering projects is worked out in al I cletai I. 
For the mechanical part only overviews and layouts are used later on, these are therefore roughly 
specified. Detailed specification is clone by the contractors. 
Although these two differ immensely, versioning follows the same rules. 

Computer programs for PLC's are also versioned, but this is a completely separate loop . 

Access 
No documents are stored in document management systems of any form. Therefor no access 
rights exist (yet). 

Changes 
The company is growing steadily. It wants to focus on other areas and outside the normal region. 

The market is very conservative, long term strategic contracts exist. Company Y looks at new 
developments (like Mechanical Desktop) to have the knowledge when the customer asks for it. 
But only when they're asked, this technology will be used. The customers have all the power in 
th is branch. 

Company Y is no player in the game of five-year contracts given out by large companies like 
Shell. 

Remarks 
• Reliability is very important, a parallel hardcopy of most documents exist and for example 

the computers have a 4 hours service contract with HP. 

• Due to the fact that a parallel hardcopy exist, there must be clear understanding about 'vVho 
and in what way people are going to use Atlanta/EDM. 

• The adjustment of the organization to comply to ISO 9000 offers exciting possibilities for 
making Atlanta/EDM ISO 9000 compliant. 
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Pilot Site 3: Company Z 

Company Profile 

Company na me: Company Z 
C ity : 
Address: 

fax: 
Te l: 

l'rolit/non-pro fit: profit 

Functional area: production 

Type o r Customers: companies, domest ic 

Orticial standards: ISO 9000, ISO 14000 

Number of emp loyees : 45 

relative size company large 

product-comp lex ity norma l 

COOP eng ineer to order 

location in supp lier-chain supplier, d istributor 
production volu me 

l'roporti on engineering resources and manufactu ring resources: 

Contact person I : 
Function: Engineer 
Tel: 
e-mail : 
Contact person 2: 
Function: Construction engi neer 
Tel: 
e-ma il: 

100 - 0 0-100 

Company Z is a Swedi sh heating di stributor. It ' s one of the s ix largest in Sweden, supply ing 
heated wate r to over 100.000 peopl e. A ll over Sweden more than a hundred of these sorts of 
companies supply district heating to cities. The companies are owned by these c it ies. 
COMPANY Z uses a number of pl ants to produce the heat. The pl ants and customers are 
connected through a complex pipin g system. Each plant uses one or more kinds of fue l, be ing: 
O il , coa l, fo rrest pulp, peat, shredded wood or bi ogas. 
In Sweden the environment taxes are very h igh, especia lly fo r the cheaper fue ls (o il , coa l). T he 
best fu e l fro m an economical v iewpoint wi II therefore be a trade-off between fue l prices and 
environmenta l taxes. Production is shifted between plants to get the opt ima l mi x. 

Except fo r the sma ller plants (two in total), a ll the plants are owned by a prod uction compa ny, 
ca ll ed Z (fi gure I). 

I Confide ntia l 

Figure I.· COMPANY Z in the bigger perspective 
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COMPANY ZZZ is also a district heating company, only in an adjacent reg ion. COMPAN Y Z 
and COMPANY ZZZ are the distributors of the heat produced by Z. 
In COMPANY Z the following departments can be distinguished (figure 2). 

Management 

Information 

Marketing Production 

17igure 2.· Organiwliona/ char/ COMPA NY Z 

Administration 
and Finance 

The pilot will be held at the distribution department of COMPANY Z. This is one of the four 
depa11ments, making up the complete company. The three others are: 
Marketing: 
This depa11ment manages the contact with customers. Here the calculations are made fo r the costs 
of connecting new customers to the system. 
Production: 
This department manages the small plants that are part of COMPANY Z. Also water press ure, 
water temperature and valve controls are regulated here. 
Administration and Finance: 
Thi s department manages all financial traffic between the customers and the company. 
And ' Information ', one person responsible for public re lations. 

The distribution depa11ment exists of 4 sub-departments (figure 3). 

Maintenance B Measurement 

Figure 3: The distribution depar/menl 

The pilot will be held at the sub-department design (Konstructionsenheten). At the sub
department des ign the distribution systems (pipes, valves, .. ) are designed. Five peop le work here 
under control of Lars (figure 4). 
At the sub-department measurement all activities concerning measuring are conducted. 
Measurements are needed for pipe lengths, exact geographical locations but also water pressure, 
water distribution and water temperature need to be measured . 
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At the sub-department purchase a ll the raw materia ls are purchased and at ma in tenance a l I 
ma intenance and fi e ld work is done. In this fie ldwork the complete pi ping system needs to be 
checked two times a year. T his checking is therefore done throughout the compl ete year. 

Lars 
Construction 

lngineer 

Sven 
lngeneer 

Bo 
lngeneer 

Goran 
lngeneer 

Maud 
Cartographer 

Ltselotte 
Cartographer 

h gure 4: lhe distribution department 

T he pil ot proj ect w ill be held together w ith the ma in and only contracto r. T hi s is COMPANY ZZ. 
COM PAN Y ZZ foc uses on marketing, des ign, proj ect management, feas ibili ty studi es and s ite 
supervis ion. It employs 32 people and sales are around 25 milli on SEK. T he cooperation between 
COM PAN Y Zand COM PANY ZZ is extens ive and has existed fo r a long t ime. At thi s moment 
about 90 percent of a ll eng ineering projects is done by COMPAN Y ZZ. 

Situation 
COM PAN Y Z is try ing to keep up w ith the latest IT deve lopments . It is leader of the user group 
fo r a geographical terrain system and is in the process of chang in g to a complete ly new 
geographi cal o ri entation and mapping system. Thi s LIGS system conta ins the geographica l 
coordinates that are used in the other systems. It fo rm s the ' platform ' on which the oth er systems 
work. W ith thi s change the need fo r bette r contro l of re lationshi ps between docum ents has grown. 
T he ir dea ler, AEC, supplies AMWorkFlow. But because Atlanta/EDM ca n contro l document 
re lat ions more effecti ve ly, COMPANY Z chose to j o in the pilot. 

COM PAN Y Zand COMPANY ZZZ j o in forces in January. COMPANY ZZZ has used 
AMWork Flow fo r a long time. Diffe rent working procedures concerning document management 
can now be mi grated to one new method w ith the use of Atlanta/ EDM. 

T he peopl e workin g in the fi e ld use more and more laptops. Hav ing the r ight info rmat ion 0 11 these 
laptops can be improved with the a id of At lanta/EDM. Al so the info rmat ion exchange between 
the contractor (COMPAN Y ZZ) and COMPAN Y Z can be improved . Already a WAN is used fo r 
thi s. 

In the fut ure COM PAN Y Z wants to link At lanta/EDM tightly to the LIGS syste m and other 
systems it ' s u in g. T he pilot w ill be a good first step in that di rect ion. 
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Pilot project 
At this point in time the decision which project or projects will be used for the pilot has not been 
taken. However, because projects are normally not that big, probably more than one will be taken. 

Pilot Normal Comments 
Complexity normal (probably) normal 
Lead time ? ? 
Number of users 3-4 
About four people will be J01111ng the pilot. Two will be from COMPANY Zand two will be from 
COM PANY ZZ. The pilot will probably start late in January. Early in January, COMPANY Z 
and COMPANY ZZZ will join forces. That will take some time. 

Software 
Following software is used : 
• LIGS (geographical coordination system) 
• GEO (system showing the terrain) 
• LICH EAT(used for calculating temperatures and pressures of the water) 

• AutoCAD 14 
• AutoPlant (add on for AutoCAD) 

• Oracle database 
• MSOffice 

Atlanta expectations 
For the pilot Atlanta/EDM will mainly control the documents produced and used by the sub
department des ign . Following document types have to be controlled: 

• geographical maps 
• smaller area maps (top & side) 
• mothers (this are the concrete chambers in which valves and pipes (children) are in stalled) 

• documents concerning the installations at customers 

• safety regulation documents 
• electrical measurement documents (for example for alarms) 
• approval documentation (for example permits) 
• Scanned drawings 

I 11 AutoCAD lots of templates are used. The main reason for use is special scales that are needed 
fo r the drawin gs . 

Process 
At the desi gn department a new project is started. This will normally be a new customer for 
which pipes, valves and other equipment have to be designed. Sometimes old pipes have to be 
rebuilt, this is also a project. The final so1is of projects are plant designs . Small engineering 
projects on the plants are done by COMPANY Z. Larger ones are done by COMPANY ZZ. 
A project number is created consisting of a geographical area code and a following number. 
The project is normally initiated by marketing after contact with a customer (figure 5). First, if 
needed, measurements are taken in the field. Hereafter the first des ign is made, depending o n the 
ava ilable reso urces thi s is done by COMPANY Z or COMPANY ZZ. Now a price indi cat ion can 
be g iven to the customer. After formal checks the complete design is worked out. 
A checklist ex ists in which all steps in a project are described . 
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Project sta rt Measuring 

Figure 5: The pro;ect process 

First design Foram check and 
approva l 

Final des ign 

After the release moment all drawing become maintenance drawings. The pipes need to be 
checked two times a year for preventive maintenance. For this, workorders are triggered by the 
database in which the route and the pipes and valves that need to be checked are described . A 
workorder can take from one day to a week to complete. After finishing the workorder, 
maintenance information is given back to the database together with comments mad e with the 
AutoDesk viewer. 

Users 
The users can be divided into three groups: 

Administrator: Expert in working with network and Windows NT/95 . 

'Power' users: They make a lot of use of AutoCAD and Windows, al I people involved in the 
project 

' Incidenta l users': Not present in this pilot 

Data Storage 

Re lea se 

Drawings are stored under a project number. This project number exists of a geographical area 
code (xxx) and a following number. Drawings also have a number indicating the type of drawing. 

T he database works with mothers (normally a chamber in which pipes and valves are installed) 
and children (pipes and valves). Also the place, time for maintenance and heat wate r pressure are 
stored in the database. Because the chambers are situated in a certain area and the same parts are 
used in more than one area, the connection of the drawings with the place in which they are used 
is important. 

All drawings and other relevant drawings are stored for a long time. This is done because after 
failure of the piping system COMPANY Z has to prove to the government that their construction 
was not to blame. Furthermore, all systems are still in use; therefore all drawings are sti ll 
re levant. 

COM PANY ZZ stores the drawings in DOS and sends copies ofhardcopies to COM PANY Z. 
These copies and the hardcopies of their own drawings are stored in filing cabinets. For each 
hardcopy the name, revis ion number, date and revision date is kept. 

COMPANY Z complies with ISO 9000 and ISO 14000. ISO 14000 is an environmental norm and 
is very important in Sweden. 

Versioning 
The versioning issue will be worked out in a later session with the company. 
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Access 
No speci a l issues concerning access or access rights apply to this pilot. 

Changes 
The deregulation of the energy branch, which is a hot item all over the world , has a lso fo und its 
way to Swedish electricity companies . For the branch of COMPANY Z however, thi s is not yet 
an issue. COMPANY Z is working more and more together with other co111panies but thi s is a 
s low process not influenced by deregulation . 

In January COMPANY ZZZ and COMPANY Zjoin forces. All people from COMPANY ZZZ 
will be transferred to the building of COMPANY Z. The working procedures are s i111ilar but the 
system of COMPANY Z will be taken because it is more open. 
Most maintenance people have been working for the company from the beg inning ( 1964) . They 
built the chambers they are maintaining themselves. These people are retiring and taking their 
knowledge with them . The information need will therefore change. More and more deta iled 
info rmation is needed by new people working for maintenance. 
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Pilot Site 4: Company A 

Company Profile 

C . f ompany 111 o 
Company name: Company A 
C ity: 

Address: 

Dealer info 
Contact person: 
Function : CAD reseller 
Tel 
e-mail: 

l' rnlit/non-prolit: profit 

Contact person 1 : 
Function: AutoCAD Software Suppo rt and 
Design 
Tel: 
e-mai l: 
Contact person 2: 
Function: 
Tel: 
e-mai l: 

Functional area: discrete production, engineering 

Type of Customers: industrial , governmental 

Orlicial standards: ISO 9000, ISO 14000 

Number o r employees: 4000 

relative size company la rge 

product-co111plcxity comp lex 

COOP assemb le to order 

location in suppli er-chain OEM, supp lier, sub-contractor 
production vo lume batch production 

Proportion engineering resources and manufacturing resources: 20- 80 (estimate) 

Fo unded in 1901 and based in Sweden. Company A is world leader in submers ibl e technol ogy 
(submers ible means units that can operate fully submerged in process fluid). Company A is o ne 
of the three divi s ions of Fluid Technology Corporation (figure I). Fluid Technology Corpo ra tion 
is one of the three branches that make up Industries, the holding company emp loying 150.000 
people world-wide . The other two branches focus on auto industry and defense applications. 
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Fluid 
Handling 

/< 1g11re I. lndusrries organizational char/ 

Industrial 
Products 

Defence & 
Electronics 

Control and 
Instruments 

Automotive 

Marine and 
Specia lity Products 

Company A has approximately 4000 employees and is made up out of a number of departments 
(figure 2) . VI regulates and control s a ll Information Technology aspects fo r the facto ri es a nd 
sa les depa1iments. FP is the pres ident of the factories that are s ituated in Sweden, Lindos, C hin a 
and Germany . 23 Sales departments exist all over the world. The pilot is being he ld in 
International. T his sales depa1i ment is responsibl e fo r sales in a ll countries in which sa les are to 
sma ll for an independent sa les department. 

VI Finance Environ ment 

factory factory sales Flygt 
organization In ternational 

Figure 2: Company A organizational chart 

Company A has been successful due to the fact that it is the originator of the su bmers ibl e 
pumping concept. Furthermore it ho lds a number of ingen ious patents re lati ng to this concept. 
Another part of the success originates from the marketing strategy. Products are offered aga inst a 
much higher price compared to competitors. But for that price they get not only the product w ith 
their adjustments and add-ons fo r optima l operations, but a lso their I 00 years of knowledge and 
services to ensure optimal functionin g, long lifes pan and minima l ma intenance . In 90% of the 
cases the third parties do the project and Company A delivers the products, the other I 0% is done 
complete ly by Company A in turnkey projects. 

The pilot w ill not be held at the sa les office of Internat iona l but at the service shop, a lso ca ll ed 
Syste ms Engineering. It acts as an advi sor or consultant to planners, designers and users of 
pumping stat ions - from determining station capacity and select ing appropriate pumps to 
designing the pumpin g stations themselves . It is also responsible for making the changes to the 
standard products to ensure optimal fit to customer needs. 

T he product mi x exists of submers ible pumps, mixers and hydroturbine generato rs. T he products 
can range in diameter from 10 cm. to 3 m. 

Situation 
T he design department, employing 70 people, develops and des igns the pumps, mixers and 
generators. Thi s has been done for a long time on the software product 'Compute rv is ion ' a nd a 
internally developed software product for comprehensive calculations on fluid hand lin g. T he 
Systems Eng ineer ing department uses AutoCAD, 37 seats in tota l. The change by Syste m 
Engi neerin g to A utoCAD was on demand of the market. The customer of Company A use 
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AutoCAD a nd wanted Company A to deliver the drawings in digita l format. For this reason the 
des ign depa,tment translates Computervision drawings to AutoCAD. Only the s ide and front 
v iew are trans lated . They can be used as the basis to build the add-ons around and do the 
modifications on. 

The design department has changed to Pro Engineer two years ago. But about 30.000 drawing are 
still in the Computerv is ion format and have to be maintained. 

Project 1: 
Three years ago, a project was started to integrate ' Optegra', a high-end PDM syste m, w ith 
Computervi s ion . This project didn ' t succeed . Main problems were the need to integrate all 
aspects into one system, what couldn ' t be done, and the rise of Internet and Intranet, aspects that 
couldn't be integrated in the project. 

Project 2: 
At the same time another project was started in which ' DOCS Open ' ( from PC DOCS) was 
used. In this project, the main focus was on the automation of the office environment. The a im 
was to include AutoCAD in this project to, but if that was possible was never fully known and 
demands of the department where neglected . Another problem was that 30% of the peop le used a 
laptop. This fact was also not taken into account. This project didn 't succeed e ither. 

St ill the need for a document management system exists. At The Systems Engineering department 
no connection exists between AutoCAD drawings and other product related data. They are stored 
separately on different se rvers in a directory structure, and Excel is used to store metadata. The 
directory trees are extremely large including all projects from the last five years. 

Furthermore the factories and the design depa1tment are ISO certified. The sales department will 
have to be ce,tified too in the near future. For this a certain degree of fonnalization and rul es 
concerning data storage is needed . 

This is why Company A joined the Atlanta/EDM pilot. The fact that it is a pil ot and not a definite 
project is a lso important. Two projects have failed in the past and the pilot can be used to eva luate 
whether th e software works. 

The pilot project enjoys the support of the IT-manager of the in Sweden s ituated parts of the 
company. Contacts between the reseller and Company A are good and are based on a long-term 
cooperation. 

Pilot project 
At this meet ing the decision was made to use the Systems Engineering department to run the pilot 
in . Seven sa les engineers and Five sa les people can be working in the pilot. At this mom ent the 
decision which people will be working in the pilot and what project(s) will be c hosen has not 
been taken. 

Pilot Normal Comments 
Complexity ? Large 
Lead time '? Rang ing.from J-week to 

3 y ears 
Number of users 4 1 p er project 
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The normal number of users of one per project will probably change to two per project at the 
introduction of Atlanta/ EDM. At that moment the salesman and the engineer will probably both 
work on one project us ing the software. 

Software 
Following software will be used: 
• AutoCAD 13 , at the end of the summer this will be upgraded to AutoCAD 14 . 
• Probably Genius, 23 Genius seats are installed but at this moment an interna ll y written 

program is still used. 
• Internally deve loped lisp libraries that include standard symbols to enhance AutoCAD. 
• No X-refs 
• Windows 95 or Windows NT4. 

• MS Office 97 
• CCMA IL (e-map4 protocol) 
• Netscape 
• Network 

Sales people work on laptops, a lot of work is done on these. 
T he AutoCAD drawin gs library is backed up every night. Backups of the last three month s are 
kept. Also one backup of every week in the last five years is kept. 

Atlanta expectations 
The main expectations for Atlanta/ EDM in the pilot stage are easy storage and retr ieval of 
AutoCAD documents. If possible, storage and retrieval of Office documents should also be 
supported. A backup of the documents must exist which can be accessed eas ily when needed . It 
would be easy if this could be done automatically (copy to the old directory tree). This will a lso 
en large the chances of us ing Atlanta/ EDM properly and not sw itch back to the o ld system. 

Following points are expectations that can be filled in later in the pilot or after the buying 
process: 
• C heck out and briefcase possibiliti es to be able to check out a complete proj ect on a laptop 

and work on it abroad. 
• Integration with e-mail , the possib ility to archive e-ma il s and keep track of people who red 

the e-mail (mailing li sts) . 
• Use of a g lobal standard for data storage. An open and globally accepted standard is 

important for long term data storage. Data is kept for 20 years in Sweden and spare parts 
guarantees are valid for 25 years. Also exchange with third parties can be fac ilitated when 
us ing a database standard. 

• A link with the AutoCAD database of the production fac ilities. Thi s is an Oracle based 
database running on SUN over TCP IP but not with an Oracle driver. 

Process 
T he complete li st of AutoCAD drawings of each product is kept in the ma in O rac le database (a 
hardcopy is also kept). A side view and a front view are copied to the sales engineering database 
for copy and paste purposes in the engineering projects. 
For a new project the following steps are taken: 
• Sa lesman comes to sa les engineer with specifications of customer (most times vague). 
• Sales engineer works out these specifications in AutoCAD drawings and othe r specification 

documents (memo ' s, proposals, calculations and other product data) 
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• After finishing, documents are stored and a copy is send to the salesman or customer. To 

keep track of the information, the data concerning 
date, 
project name, 
project number, 
what kind of products and 
country is kept in an Excel sheet. 
• Normally only one person is working on a project. 

For a running project the following steps are taken: 
• Salesman comes to sa les engineer with changes of customer (normally, only after see ing a 

first design a customer knows what he wants and not doesn ' t want). 
• Old AutoCAD drawing is looked up and changed. 
• Revi s io n number is raised. 
• After finishing, documents are stored and a copy is send to the sa lesman. 

Exact specifications of the steps that are being taken will be handed over in the next meeting. 

Users 
The users can be divided into three groups: 

Administrator: Expert in network and Windows NT/95. 

' Power' users: They make a lot of use of AutoCAD and Windows, especially the explorer: 4 sales 
eng111eers . 

' Incide ntal users ' : Less knowledge of computer and applications: 3 sales engineers and sales 
people. 

Data Storage 
A number of different data types are used : 

AutoCAD drawings: 
Stored in directories on network, sorted out by project number. 

Exce l sheet: 
Stores information of projects (see paragraph about Process for more detail). 

Memo's , proposals, calculations and other product data: 
Most times stored in Word format on another server as AutoCAD drawings. 

In the sales department no official rules concerning the way and place of storage ex ist. 

Versioning 
The version of a drawing is changed when changes have been made to a drawing. This is not 
ca lled a new version but a new revision . Drawings are of the form 5237500A.dwg. In this 523 is a 
PAM syste m number. The PAM system is a classification system which divides the products into 
different classes. 75 Is the year and 00 is the version. The version is changed for different 
'versions ' of the product (For example when you have the same product but with bi gger holes, 
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it 's a different version). The A stands for the revision, A is augmented to B fo r the next rev is ion. 
Both revi s ions are kept together in the file system (for the main database in the fac tory the 
numberin g of products is done slightly different). 

Access 
A ll users are stored in Nove ll Directory Services. Authentication can be done in Windows NT by 
us in g N OS fo r NT4 . Access ri ghts are not clearly forma lized, partly because thi s is not needed 
and partly because ISO 9000 is not yet implemented . 

Changes 
Th e e-mail syste m w ill probably be switched to Novell G roupw ise. This w ill be done g loball y, 
therefor thi s decis io n is not taken by Company A but by the ho lding company, Ind ustri es. 

Use of AutoCA D is growing. More departments are switching to AutoCAD, fo r exam pl e the too ls 
department in the fac tory did this a few months ago. 

Mo re generally can be said that Company A is operating in a hi gh tech world in whi ch they have 
to keep up w ith the latest development not to lose track of th e competitors. They offer hi gh 
qua lity, high price products w ith the know ledge how to use them and must adept q u ickly to 
changes in the market to keep the ir market leadership . Inte rna lly thi s is do ne by usi ng o pen 
standards a nd creating know ledge databases. 

Remarks 
• Proj ects to integrate PDM with other data fa iled, not much is expected in that d irec ti on. 

However when data can be linked, Company A will use it immediately. 

• Which version of AutoCAD will be used at the start of the pilot project is perh aps important . 
Some sma ll changes have to be made to Atl anta/EDM to support AutoCAD. 

• Mr. x switches j obs around the time the proj ect starts but w ill still be respons ib le fo r the pilot. 

• Again a s seen at the other pil ot site, hard copi es of documents must exist fo r for ma l-s ignin g 
purposes needed fo r ISO regulations. 

Win-file (WIN 3 . 11 ) is still used by many people fo r document maintenance, eve n when they ' re 
us ing Windows 95 or NT. Winfile is not (yet) supported by Atlanta/E DM. 
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Appendix 6: Example of the Vroom model in Excel 

Task coverage couples a value to tasks covered by Atlanta/EDM. Values are easier to talk abou t 
than general ideas about supported EDM tasks. Values can also easily be compared with each 
other. Task coverage offers s imple values that offer a quick view of this part of At lanta 's 
functionality. 

To measure the metric, a number of things have been recorded: 
• All activities in the pilot s ite related to EDM 

• Suppo11 of these activities by Atlanta/EDM 

• A ll subjects conducting the activities. 
• The role they perform when executing those activities 

• The in- and outgo ing information for each activity 

• The form in which that information represents itself 

Activity Ingoing info Outgoing info 
Release process Contract Transmittal sheet 

CAD drawing 

Check incoming specifications Scanned in ... Specification 

Specification Remarks 

Check outgoing docs Correspondence Comments 

Letter 

Make correspondence or other Draft version Correspondence 

(standard forms) Letter 

Process comments Comments Correspondence 

Correspondence Letter 

Letter 

For example in the act ivity ' C heck incoming spec ificat io ns', ingoing information is the scan ned 
in specifications. After processing, the resulting outgoing information is the spec ifi cations and 
remarks concerning the spec ifications. 
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Appendix 7: Overview EDM tasks 

T hi s metri c can be used to qu ick ly see whether function s serve their purpose. Function s should 
not on ly be counted, a lso their nature should be recorded. Functions that are never o r se ldom used 
can be a na lyze and perhaps removed or changed . 

Name Task/function EDM task Supporte Supported 
pilot s ite cl by pil ot by fin a l 

version ve rs ion 
Data vault and document 
management ~ 

data production doc. Import X X X 
temp late/wizard support X 
import of data from other X 
departments 

data management doc. vaulting (check-in/check-out) X X X 
doc. Viewing X X X 
doc. access control X X 
doc. vers ion contro l X X X 
doc. change control X X X 
doc . Grouping X X 
doc . re lation structure X X X 
doc. Metadata X X X 
doc. copy/delete/move X X X 
search function s X X X 
doc. archivi ng X X 
database support X 

distribution of data internet link (to customer/other X 
company/supplier) 
internet/ intranet transport X X 
work packages X X 
doc . Printing X X 
doc . Plotting X X 
transport of data to other 
departments 

use of data doc. Launching X X X 
doc. linking to app lication X X X 
integration with application X X X 
doc . Ed iting X X X 
Red lining X X 
Annotat ion (redlining in not CA D X X 
document) 
Comparing X 
multipl e v iews (for eng ineering / 
production / sa les) 

W orl<flow and pi;ocess 1 ,,rn I 
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release management X 
Baselines X X X 
interaction with mail X X 
Approval 
engineering change management 
Rooting 
Notification X X 
status control X X 1-s X 

P~t~fct ~re 
k 

111 entw; H 

product configuration management 
(as designed/as build/as 
maintained) 
link to other applications* X 
association between docs and X 
product structure 
where used X 

Clas~ificctfipn 111!"1 

reference database 
link to other app lications* X 
Parts docs. Grouping 

Pro ,_-0/ :::::::::, """' .4ement ····· , ········ - · 111 %'· 
fa , iilii::l11Illw ,-

link to other app lications* X X 

Total 29 14 37 

*) This is a link to an application that supports the relevant category. For example , in the category 
' program man agement ', it means a link to an application supporting program management. 
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Appendix 8: Explanation SUMI questionnaire 

Exp lanation Global scale and sub-scales: 

Global: 
This gives a very accurate general view of the user perception of usability. The g lobal figure can 
be viewed as a very reliable " temperature gauge" of usabi lity as perceived by users . 

Efficiency: 
This refers to the user's feeling that the software is enabling the task(s) to be performed in a 
quick, effect ive and economical manner or, at the opposite extreme, that the software is getting in 
the way of performance. For example the user should.fee/ that work is being done without any 
extra me nta l workload being imposed by the software. 

Affect: 
This is a psychological term for emotional feeling. In this context it refers to the user feeling 
good, warm, happy or the opposite as a result of interacti ng with the software. T h is sub-sca le is 
conce ived as being to some extent independent of operational aspects and to be about plain 
feelings. 

Helpfulness: 
This refers to the user's perceptions that the software communicates in a helpful way and ass ists 
in the reso luti on of operational problems . Mainly it refers to the messages and warnings g iven by 
the software. 

Control: 
This sub-scale refers to the feeling that the user has that the software is responding in a norma l 
and cons istent way to input and commands. It should not be difficult to make the software work 
and its working should be easily internalized by the user. 

Learnability: 
T hi s sub-scale refers to the feeling that the user has that it is relatively stra ightfo rward to become 
fam ili ar with the software and that its tutorial interface, handbooks etc. are readable and 
in struct ive. 
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Appendix 9: Measurements from the performance monitor 

The number of users logged into Atl anta was recorded, see co lumn three. A lso the processor time 
used by the Atl anta server was logged, see co lumn 4. The logging process was done every five 
seconds, starting at 8.05 in the morning and finishing at 5.00 in the evening. 
A gray balk ind icates the start of user action indicated by processor t ime used by the At lanta 
server. The times between user actions, in which the server was not used, have been left out of the 
tab le. Therefore, each interva l between two gray balks is an interva l in which one or more users 
have conducted a number of acti ons. A part of this table is shown as an example hereafter. 

Reported on 
\\MARTIJN 
Date: 12/18/98 
Time: 1 :42:02 PM 
Data : 
D:\shared\171298AtI3\171298Atl3 .log 
Start : 12/17/98 8:05:45 AM 
Stop: 12/17/98 5:02:51 PM 

Number of 
users 
AMServer 

AmServer 
Date Time \\ATLANTA 3 
17-12-98 8:05 :50 AM 
17-12-98 8:05 :55 AM 
17-12-98 8:38:28 AM 
17-12-98 8:38:33 AM 
17-12-98 8:38:38 AM 
17-12-98 8:38:43 AM 
17-12-98 8:38:48 AM 
17-12-98 8:38 :53 AM 
17-12-98 8:38:58 AM 
17-12-98 8:39:03 AM 
17-12-98 8:39:08 AM 
17-12-98 8:39:13 AM 
17-12-98 8:39:18 AM 
17-12-98 8:39 :23 AM 
17-12-98 8:39 :28 AM 
17-12-98 8:39:33 AM 
17-12-98 8:39 :38 AM 
17-12-98 8:39:43 AM 
17-12-98 8:39:48 AM 
17-12-98 8:39 :53 AM 
17-12-98 8:39:58 AM 
17-12-98 8:40:03 AM 
17-12-98 8:40:08 AM 

% Processor Explanation 
Time 
AMEDMA 

Process 
\\ATLANTA 3 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1,2 The first user uses Atlanta at 8.38 
1 19,198 
1 0,2 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 3,8 
1 12,799 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
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17-12-98 8:40:13 AM 1 1,8 
17-12-98 8:40:18 AM 1 25,801 
17-12-98 8:40:23 AM 1 0,2 
17-12-98 8:40:28 AM 1 16,199 
17-12-98 8:40:33 AM 1 3,4 
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Appendix 10: Example of drawbacks of the research model 

Business Environment: 
-sytem often needed 

Business Environment: 
-sytem often needed 

-stored data is very important -stored data is very important 

high reliability 

small number 
of failures 

To much 
failures? 

Improve 
software 
reliability 

small number 
of faults in 
software 

small number 
of failures 

good quality 
I 

,i, 

Improve software by: 
-always running when needed 

-good storage of data 

• 
perhaps other 

methods 

Figure 7. I: Example of the use of the research model 

Figure 7 .1 g ives an example of the steps taken in the research model and possible drawbacks. 
Assume that bus iness characteristics are that the system is often needed and that the stored data is 
ve ry important. 
To achieve thi s extra effort has to be put into the quality characteristic reliability. 
A good metric for evaluating reliability is the number of failures in the software . The sma ll er the 
nurnber the better the reliability. 
If there are too rnany failures the software reliability is to low and has to be irnproved. 
One way of doing thi s is to diminish the number of faults in the software. 
Fewer faults in the software shou ld cause fewer failures in the software and therefore improve its 
quality. In this method much attention needs to be paid to the exact meaning of reliability, for 
example the difference between errors, faults and fai lures. 

But accord ing to the bus iness characteristics the software needs to be running when needed and 
data has to be stored in a good and trustworthy way. Software quality can be improved by 
achieving thi s . One of the ways to achieve this is to dimini sh the number of faults but other 
methods may be more effective. 
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Appendix 11: Explanation of the scores of the sub
characteristics 

Hereafter the scores of a number of the sub-characteristics on the evaluation level s of the quality 
profile of the EDM environment are explained. Scores of the other sub-characteristics are 
explained in paragraph 3.5.1. 

Accuracy 
EDM software stores information. It doesn't make calculations on informat ion in th e way th at for 
example a financial system does that. Also the information that is stored is not finan c ia l. This 
makes the need for accuracy not that high (level D). However, when you consider data integrity, 
and especially data integrity of the relations between documents, as a part of accuracy, the 
evaluation level would be much hi gher. Whether this is taken alon g depends on the used 
defi niti on. In thi s case, it will not be taken along. 

Compliance 
No real standards exist to which EDM systems have to comply. For most companies the form in 
which documents are stored is determined by company customs, by demands of large customers 
or the way in which information is supplied to the engineering environment by other depaitments 
or outside parties. This differs from company to company just as the way in which docu ments are 
managed . No widely accepted standards exist and legal provisions a lso don ' t apply. Th is due to 
the fact that dig ita l informat ion has no legal value. Perhaps in the future digital informat ion wi ll 
be legally acceptable and standards will emerge, but at present thi s is not the case. The evaluat ion 
leve l is set on -. 

Understandability 
EDM software stores information. The tasks concerning storage and retrieva l are easi ly 
unde rstandable. How this is achieved on the deeper leve ls of the software architecture is not 
important to the user (in contrast to for example software that calculates your mortgage). Off 
course, even relatively transparent software like EDM software can become less understand abl e 
by bad design choices. some focus on understandability will therefore always be important but 
it ' s not a main issue. The evaluation level is therefore set on D. 

Attractiveness 
EDM software is used in a profess ional environment. End users want the system to compl y vvith 
their needs, swiftly and easily. The tasks that are performed with the software are done on a daily 
basis and a number of functions are used every day. Attractive features that don't serve a real 
purpose other than attractiveness will irritate the user when used often. Attractiveness w ill not be 
an important feature and level Devaluation is appropriate. 

Resource utilization 
T hi s issue is becoming less important, not only for EDM software but for almost all computer
programs. Nowadays the technology has (and is) advancing so fast that in most cases resource 
problems are obsolete. Even standard PC's are equipped with more than enough resources (large 
harddi sk, fast CPU) to cope with software with low resource utili zation. Eva luati on is therefore 
hardly needed and level - is appropriate. 

Analyzability 
This issue is important for information systems that will need a lot of maintenance in the future or 
when different suppliers supply components of the system . EDM software is most tim es not 
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custo m made but delivered as standard software and maintained by supplying new releases, not 
updating o ld software. Furthermore, this software is usually made by one software house due to 
the relatively sma ll s ize of the software. Analyzabi lity wil l therefore not be a n important issue 
and leve l D w ill suffice. 

Stability 
Th is issue is not connected to the sort of software (for exampl e EDM software) but to its 
programming structure and tools that are used. New software is most times programmed in 
environments like Visual C or Visual Basic. These environments offer a large number of tool s to 
track consequences of fa ilures. Debug modes are very sophisticated and fau lts can re latively easy 
be fou nd . Level D wi ll suffice 

Testability 
T he product of the primary process is stored in the software. It is very important that thi s 
in formation is still usable after modifications have been done to the software. This assurance is 
quickly given with good testabi lity . However nowadays software is so advanced th at data 
integrity checking forms no real problem 
Leve l D wi II suffice. 

Adaptability 
EDM software platforms are a ll turning to one standard, Windows. On the software s ide, EDM 
software running under Windows wi ll not have many problems w ith adaptability. In many 
engineering environments Windows is used because the latest CAD systems can't run without it. 
On the hardware side, d ifferent sorts of hardware have to be ab le to support the EDM software . 
Most times Windows can easi ly run on different hardware and organize and contro l other 
hardware attached to a system. Consequently adaptab ility will not be a problem here. 
Adaptab ility on the organizati onal side is important. The engi neering env ironment is subject to 
change . The software itself (or w ith help of the end-user) shou ld be able to adapt to that. 
Adaptability is set on level D. 

lnstallability 
At present, standard software, which includes some EDM software, uses " install shie lds" to 
in stall itse lf T hi s is a widely used, accepted and good working install technique offering good 
in stallability. But most times customizing is needed to adjust the EDM software to the specific 
engineering env ironment. This is mainly dependent on the size and ava il ab le functi onality of the 
EDM software. If for example worktlow is supported, much customization is needed to adjust the 
software to the specific work procedures. T he evaluation level depends on the software but will 
be around leve l D. 

Replaceability 
The most basic EDM software is the explorer (in Win 95/NT). When needed, EDM sofhva re ca n 
be replaced by the explorer. Of course, a lot of the advanced functionality wi II be los t, but th e 
EDM software can be replaced in case of need . Only leve l D is needed . 
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Appendix 12: Detailed information about Tc, Tn and Ts 

Tc: 
T he client time for a typical call differs, ma inly because other processes a lso run o n the c li ent 
computer. T hese processes take up CPU time. Conseq uently, Tc w ill be a variab le, with a mean 
and va riance. Our interest goes to scalability. When more clients work o n one server, the c lient 
time is not affected. T he bottleneck is on the server and/or on the network . T he var iance of the 
cl ient time w ill play no important role when looking at scalab ility. T he c li ent t ime w ill therefore 
assumed to be constant. 

Tn: 
T he network time fo r a typical call also differs. T here can be a lot of ' traffic ' o n the ne twork, 
w hich makes it s low. Considering scalability aga in, the network time is affected by mo re c li ents . 
When more c lients a re working, more network traffic exists and the network becomes s lower. A 
network saturati on poi nt exists . When mo re than around 80 percent of the network is occupi ed , 
time needed for controlling network packages become very hi gh. Conseq uently, th e network 
becomes ve ry s low. 
Network perfo rmance can be improved by increasi ng its bandwidth . Cyco can' t cha nge the 
bandwidth of the network of the customer. Because of that the bandwidth w i II be assumed ve ry 
la rge, the network w ill not affect the scalability and the network time w ill be constant. 

Ts: 
T he Atlanta/ EDM server works with ' threats ', this is called multi-thread in g. Multi -threading 
works as follows: 
Assume three c lients send a call to the server at the same time. Each ca ll takes I Om s. In s in g le 
thread ing the fi rst ca ll arri v ing would be served fist, the second and third have to wait in queue 
until the server is free (figure 6.3) : 

Single 

Multi 

Cal l 1 

Call 

Cal l 
► 2 

Cal l 2 Cal l 3 

Call 
► 3 

I Call ' 
► 1 

Cal l 
► 2 

Call 
·1 3 

Figure 6. 3: D{jference between single and multi-threading 

T he server time of the first call is 1 Oms, the second fini shes in 20ms and the third in 30ms. 
With multi-threadin g the j obs are processed paralle l. The server starts with the fir st ca ll and when 
a ' t ime s lice ' occurs (an event in the Windows NT), the server jumps to thread two and works on 
ca ll two . After another time s lice call three is partly processed and after aga in another time s lice 
the first ca ll aga in being worked on. The server time for the first call w ill be 20 ms, fo r the second 
it will be 25 ms and fo r the third 30ms. 
As expla ined in paragraph 5.2 .5 the Arena tool is used fo r sim ulati on of the c li ent se rve r 
environment. Arena can not be used to simulate multi-threading only s in g le thread in g. Thi s has 
no effect o n the average throughput time. For both methods this is 20ms per ca l I. 
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The var iance, however, is different: 
S ing le threading: 

s' = ~ i - average(y))2 = (10 - 20)2 + (20-20)2 + (30-20)2 = I 00 
n-1 2 

Mu !t i-thread ing: 

s' = ~' - average(y))2 = (20 -20)2 + (25 -20)2 + (30-20)2 = 62.5 
n-1 2 

The throughput time has been measured on a small scale, offe ri ng the fo ll ow ing di str ibuti on: 
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According to literature, using exponentially distributed T s offers a good reflecti on of rea lity . T his 
becomes c lear in the graph. The time from Oto the time the distribution has reached hi s top is Tn 
+ Tc.The di stribution from the top and further resemb les an exponentially distributed fun ct ion 
(Ts). 
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Appendix 13: ISO 9126 Quality Characteristics 

Functionality 

Suitability 

Accuracy 

Interoperability 

Compliance 

Security 

Reliability 

Maturity 

Fa ult-tolerance 

Recoverabi I ity 

Usability 

U nderstandabi I ity 

Learnability 

Operability 

Attractiveness 

A set of attributes that bear on the existence of a set of functions and 
their specified properties. The functions are those that satisfy stated o r 
implied needs. 

Attributes of software that bears on the presence and appropri ateness 
of a set of functions for specified tasks. 
Attributes of software that bear on the provision of ri ght of agreed 
results or effects. 
Attributes of software that bear on its ability to interact with specified 
systems. 
Attributes of software that make the software adhere to application
related standards or conventions or regulations in laws and s imilar 
prescriptions. 
Attributes of software that bear on its ability to prevent unauthorized 
access, whether accidental or deliberate , to program s and data. 

A set of attributes that bear on the capability of software to ma intain 
its level of performance under stated conditions for a stated period of 
time. 

Attributes of software that bear on the frequency of failure as a result 
of faults in the software. 
Attributes of software that bear on its ability to maintain a spec ified 
level of performance in cases of software faults or infrin gement of its 
specified interface. 
Attributes of software that bear on the capability to re-es tabli sh its 
level of performance and recover the data directly affected in case of a 
failure. 

A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed for use, and on the 
individual assessment of such use, by a stated or imp I ied set o f users. 

Attributes of software that bear on the users ' effort for recogni z ing the 
logical concept and its applicability. 
Attributes of software that bear on the users ' effort for learnin g its 
application . 
Attributes of software that bear on the users ' effort for operations and 
operation control. 
Attributes of software that bear on the capabi I ity of the softwa re 
product to be liked by the user. 
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Maintainability 

Analyzability 

C hangea bi I ity 

Stability 

Testability 

Efficiency 

T ime-behavior 

Resource behavior 

Portability 

Adaptability 

I nstallabi I ity 

Co-existence 

Replaceability 

A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed to make specified 
modifications. 

Attributes of software that bear on the effort needed for diagnoses of 
deficiencies or causes of failures , or for identification of parts to be 
modified. 
Attributes of software that bear on the effort needed for mod ifi cat ion , 
fault removal or for environmental change. 
Attributes of software that bear on the risk of unexpected effects of 
modifications. 
Attributes of software that bear on the effort needed for va lidating the 
modified software. 

A set of attributes that bear on the relationship between the level of 
performance of the software and the amount of reso urces used, under 
stated conditions. 

Attributes of software that bear on respon se and process ing times and 
on throughput rates in performing its function . 
Attributes of software that bear on the amount of resource used and 
the duration of such use in performing its function. 

A set of attributes that bear on the ability of software to be transferred 
from one environment to another. 

Attributes of software that bear on the opportunity for its adaptation to 
different specified environments without applying other action s or 
means than those provided for this purpose for the software 
considered. 
Attributes of software that bear on the effort needed to insta ll the 
software in a specified environment. 
The capability of the software to co-exist with other independent 
software in a common environment sharing common resources. 
Attributes of software that bear on the opportunity and effort of using 
it in the place of specified other software in the environment of that 
software. 
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Summary 

Context 
In thi s research paper my final thesi s at Cyco Software Inc. is presented. Cyco is a software company that, 
among other things, produces document management software for the engineering env ironm ent. 

Two yea rs ago, Cyco started with the developm ent of a new software product, Atlanta/EDM. During thi s 
development Cyco wanted to conduct a number of 'pilots' , real life testing of an intermediate version of 
Atlanta/EDM at a company. In thi s way the quality of Atlanta/EDM could be evaluated from the use rs po int of 
view . 
In thi s paper a framework is laid down to evaluate the important quality aspects of Atlanta/EDM . The resulting 
metrics for evaluating the quality have been applied in the first pilot. 

Problem definition 
The fo llowing ass ign ment fo rmulation formed the basis fo r thi s project. 

I. The quali(y of Atlanta/EDM has to be investigated. By doing so, the main quality characteristics have to 
be uncovered. 

2. These characteristics of quality have to be evaluated during the pilot program. 
3. The results of this evaluation can then be analyzed to offer suggestions.for quality improvements. 
4. !111prove111e11t of Atlanta/EDM can be done straightaway (still within the development proces.,) on the 

basis <~l operational quality improvements. 
Suggestions.for strategic quality improvements will be used as recommendations.for later versions <~l 
Atlanta/EDM 

Analysis 
The first step was an investigation into quality, software quality and software quality frameworks. Thi s 
investigation resulted in a research model that encompasses all the steps in the ass ignm ent. 
The first step in the research model is identifying the business process, user and system characteri stics of the 
target environment, in this case the Engineering Document Management (EDM) environment. The important 
characteri stics of thi s environment have been identified. With the aid of quality characteristics defined in I SO 
9 126, the characteristics of the EDM environment have been transformed into a quality profile for th is 
environment. 

Taking the architecture and positioning issues concerning Atlanta/EDM into account, the first quali ty profil e has 
been translated into a quality profile for Atlanta/EDM. From thi s profile, with the aid of restricting facto rs, the 
final li st of sub-characteri stics that needed to be evaluated has been set up. This li st of the most important quality 
sub-characteri stics fo r Atlanta/EDM consists of suitability, maturity, operability, tim e-behavio r and 
changeability. 

A second transformation process resulted in an evaluation plan in which for each quality sub-characteri st ic one 
or more metrics are described. 
The metrics have been used in a pilot to evaluate Atlanta/EDM. Fo llowing results were obtained; 

Results 
Overa ll can be said that the basic functionality supplied by Atlanta/EDM is good (extended fu nctiona lity is 
implemented at a later point in the development process). It covers a large part of the needed functionality by the 
pilot s ite. The match is not perfect but that's what the pilots are for, finding out misfits and correcting them . 

The changeability at programming level , done by Cyco programmers, is good. Whether thi s is the result of 
relative ly easy problems and therefore easy and quick so lution or the fact that the main ta inab il ity of 
At lanta/EDM at thi s leve l is good, is hard to say. Investigation of the maintainability at other pilot sites will have 
to clarify thi s. 

The pilot version of Atlanta/EDM is an intermediate version. Faults were expected. However, the maturity of 
At lanta/EDM proved out to be reasonably good . All reported fa ilures occurred in the clients. Not a sing le server 
fa ilure was reported and those faults are most important to avo id. 



Usability is also good . Still , not much attention has yet been paid to the user interface. Thi s will be do ne at a 
later stage in the deve lopment project. This gives a strong indication that the concepts behind Atlanta/EDM 
concerning usability are a good choice and work. 

Cons idering efficiency, the performance of Atlanta/EDM in a client server environment in not yet what it should 
be. At th is point in the deve lopment only some focu s has been on efficiency. Efficiency has been one of the 
reasons for deve loping Atl anta/EDM. It has a client -server architecture, in contrast to the client- client 
architecture ofCyco's flagship product AutoManager WorkFlow. Efficiency will have to be a focu s po int in the 
furth er development of Atlan ta/EDM to make use of the advantages of a client - server archi tecture. 

Considering all the aspects of the quality of Atlanta/EDM together, Cyco is on the right track. The first pilot has 
proved very useful for showing how far Cyco is in the development process and whether the software will 
comply with use r needs and wants . The concepts and technology on which Atlanta/EDM is being buil t are good . 
Furthermore, the direction in which development is go ing is improving the shortcomings of the pi lot ve rs ion. 



Abstract 

A research model that evaluates the quality of a new software product has been developed for the company 
Cyco Software. This software product is document management software for the engineering environment. The 
research model has been applied in a pilot in which quality from the users perspect ive has been eva luated. 




